NOTES OF THE WEEK

BEFORE considering in any detail the Commons debate on the Marconi contract we may repeat our affirmation of some weeks ago that there is little public value to be derived from the exposure of public corruption. It is, as those who have thought it their duty at any time, a thankless office to fulfil; but in addition it appears to us almost a useless office. The limits of public credulity are sooner reached than the limits of actual corruption. People simply cannot believe more than their fill—their credulity being as defined as the rest of their faculties. And this incredulity is in some respects a self-preservation instinct; for in the case of public corruption in a country like England, to believe that the House of Commons is corrupt is to believe that our last hopeful alternative to anarchy has failed us. The monarch or the lords or the Church or any other pillar of the State may be discovered and believed to be corrupt without inducing the limits of public life in its worst as well as in its best aspects. The House of Commons is a different matter, it is the main and central pillar of all. Pull this down or prove that it is rotten, that is an end not merely of Parliamentary government, but of all government. For this reason alone public opinion in England will always resent exposures even while reading them; and in the end they will refuse to read or believe them.

It does not follow from this, however, that we are deliberately to refrain from taking any opportunity of learning what public corruption is going on. On the contrary, he is a poor patriot who refuses to examine public life in its worst as well as in its best aspects. But the proportion and balance of the respective features of the bad and good must be maintained. Above all, it is desirable, while admitting the corruption, to consider its causes rather than its details. Public corruption, when all is said, is an effect and not a cause in itself. Where it prevails to any great extent it prevails in consequence not of this particular person or that, but of some defect in the public system. Whatever our views of the nature of man may be, we are bound to assume that under a better system men's conduct is better and under a worse system it is worse. The object, therefore, of all good government is to devise a system which will encourage the better rather than the worse elements in men; and when we discover that as a result of a certain system corruption appears to be excessive, the conclusion to draw is not that public men are worse than usual, but that the system under which public life is being carried on is no longer favourable to virtue. Hence while at this moment in our history we may admit that corruption is more rampant than it has been for many years, we need not despair either of man or of society. With patience we may discover the roots of the corruption and by eradicating them put an end to it.

The prime cause of corruption in a State is the existence of injustice in the State organisation itself. A State that is justly ordered has no need to be tyrannical or untruthful in its relations between the governing and the governed. On the other hand, if there is anything artificial and non-natural in the communal organisation, the governing element necessarily reflects it. Injustice alone can maintain injustice. To the extent, therefore, that the community is badly ordered, the governing body must be the instrument of this bad order and bad itself in consequence. Suppose that by an act of folly the present governing classes were to re-institute chattel slavery. We do not deny that they have the power to do it; we do not deny that they have the power even to maintain it. These things time may prove. But we do deny that the means of maintaining a system so contrary as chattel slavery to the prevalent notions of justice could conceivably be in themselves just or liberal. The task, to begin with, would demand a pretty low order of humanity in the governors themselves. Only those who had lost what humane feelings they ever had would consent to maintain by force such a system at all; and as the unnaturalness of the system became more and more obvious the depravity of its actual governing instruments would become more and more complete. In the case of the War of Emancipation in America it is by no means certain that abolition of slavery would not have come without a war and as a mere consequence of the refusal of the leading Southerners to continue a system or to employ others to continue it, which was ceasing to command their moral approbation. Lee certainly was wavering in his support of slavery both before and during the war. Left to himself and under influence of his own experience he would probably have become an abolitionist in horror as well as at slavery as at the repulsive means which were necessary to maintain it. What we believe we are witnessing in England is the growth of a feeling towards the wage system that will compare in a very little while with the feeling in America towards the system of slavery. It is contrary to the most elementary notion of justice that in a population of twenty million adults some fifteen millions
should be permanently maintained in such a condition that they are always within a week or two of starvation or the poorhouse. Such a state of mind as the constant apprehension of destitution engenders is in itself an abnormal state for men; it is contrary to every human passion or fixed desire. But, on the other hand, it is no less contrary to human nature for the remaining five millions of fifteen millions to remain permanently in that state. While the realisation on both sides of the violence to nature done by this system is vague and incomplete, doubtless men of good will can carry it on without conscious hypocrisy; but from the moment that is suspected that the system of wage slavery is fundamentally and preposterously unjust, the best of the men in both the governing and governed classes will begin to lose the heart to maintain or to assent to it. In the governed, therefore, the best individuals will begin to grow rebellious openly. Like the most intelligent black slaves of America before emancipation, they will set out freeing themselves and their fellows by every means open to them; in short, they will become agitators. And in the governing classes no less, the best and most intelligent minds will find it increasingly repugnant to maintain a system manifestly unjust and requiring with each new realisation of its injustice worse means of maintaining it; in other words, the best of the governing classes will retire from politics.

We have not the smallest doubt that the recent growth of corruption in England is due directly to the fact that the existing social and economic system is becoming daily more obviously unjust and anti-human. In consequence of this, the actual business of government is falling into inferior hands, into hands which in other days would have been employed in dirty work, but on a smaller scale. The increase, for example, in the lawyer element in Parliament is a plain proof to our mind that the system to be maintained has become so odious that only the scum of the professions, namely that of the law, is willing to undertake its maintenance. Gentlemen in the real sense of the word are beginning to find politics distasteful and therefore impossible to them. This is not because politics in itself is an ignoble art, for, on the contrary, it is one of the noblest, always has been, and always will be. It is because the task assigned to politicians nowadays is a vulgar and ignoble task, and one, moreover, destined to become more vulgar and ignoble as the immorality of the wage system becomes plainer. To-day, it is true, there are still some fine minds in politics; there are fine minds even in the Cabinet. But to-morrow such minds, already a minority, will be absent altogether—activating altogether—growing the gardens, it may be—while only the scoundrels and men of low cunning will be left.

But again we say that the remedy for this state of things is not the exposure of the corruption or the denunciation of the agents of it. We cannot possibly keep pace in discovery with the perpetration of the thousand and one daily pieces of jobbery—jobbery, moreover, which is bound to multiply rather than to diminish with the continuance of the present system. Let it be supposed that we could succeed in driving out of public life the three or four persons at present suspected of public immorality, it is by no means certain that their places would not instantly be filled by worse persons. So long as politics does not demand of necessity a high type of mind, and while, in fact, high-minded obligations, only low minds will enter it. It would be the task of Sisyphus to roll the critical stone up the hill of exposure, only to be certain that at the top it would be rolled down again. The conclusion to draw, we are convinced, from the alarming spread of suspected corruption, is that the present task of politics is essentially an evil task—so evil that only men of evil nature will undertake it with their eyes open. And it is therefore our business less to criticise, expose, and punish individual politicians than to abolish a system the maintenance of which will shortly only be possible by the public employment of narrow-minded and corrupt scoundrels.

To the maintenance of the wage system, in fact, long after it has become distasteful and therefore impossible to them. This is not the exposure of the corruption or the maintenance will continue, and, indeed, increase with every fresh evidence of its anti-human nature.

Nobody will deny that political life in general is now on a distinctly lower plane than it was, say, twenty or fifty years ago; and nobody who is observant will deny that it is still descending. The evidence is to be plainly seen in the fall of the prestige of the House of Commons. We cannot do better than say that the House is not still the most honoured public body in England, but we do confidently say that public faith in its integrity is declining. The public is not so unsusceptible as it once was of the rightness of intentions (intelligence apart) of the majority of the Commons members; it is not so secure as it once was in the justice of Parliament as a body. The Liberal Press may attribute this decline, if it pleases, to Imperialism; the Tory Press may attribute it to the extended franchise, the freer elections, the secret ballot. To the Secret Party Funds and the Party System; but our own opinion is that these causes, all of which are operating in their degree, secondarily and reproachfully, are due to the main cause, which is the systematic injustice of our economic organisation. Be that, however, as it may, the atmosphere of the House of Commons is low and lowering. With no exposures whatever, its prestige is declining as a mere consequence of the comparison in the public mind of what exists socially with what is done politically. When every elector comes daily into contact with economic injustice, and contrasts his experience with the buckraking, the falsehood, the mischiefs of his politicians, he cannot fail, sooner or later, to regard the latter as charlatans and their occupation as unworthy of respect.

Turning to the Marconi contract, we have first to admit that the charges brought against members of the Government are, so far as we know, based on rumour, surmise, and circumstantial evidence. In the nature of things, unless their own colleagues on either side of the front benches conspire with the public to expose a job, the material for the impeachment of official statesmen must needs be shadowy. For all we know or can prove, the Marconi bank of innocence of guilt or fraud, or even of venality, is on the part of members of the Government. How can private individuals, with no access to secret documents and interviews and with no precise and exhaustive knowledge of the surrouding circumstances, pretend to formulate a charge sustainable in a court of admisible evidence? We cannot do it and it cannot be done. On the other hand, when the rumours are persistent, when one's best surmises appear to be justified and when the circumstantial evidence accumulates, doubt absolutely must still remain, but agnosticism wavers towards belief. And it is, we confess, in this state that we find ourselves after reading the debate on the subject and the subsequent comments of the official Press. We are so familiar by this time with the dishonesty of the Press that almost nothing we read in it can be accepted on its face value. Pressmen in general are to corruptible politicians what the clients of Rome were to their patrons: lickspittles, sycophants and incarnations of their separate vices. Whatever virtues politicians may have, it is their vices that inspire their claqueurs in the Press. Thus we discount at least three-quarters of the indignation expressed by our statements concerning the charges upon the innocence of the political parties to the Marconi and other contracts. It is not, we say, in their nature to tell the truth; it is not their business as they conceive their degraded trade. Yet what truthful journalist does not view their indignation at the charges to-day is nothing to the indignation they would express if by any chance the charges were publicly justified by a leader of their respective parties. Let
those now who bask in the treacherous flattery of their Press anticipate what the same Press would say of them if they should be caught publicly tripping, say in a divorce action or some such trifle. Mr. Lloyd George would be no more spared than were Parnell or Dillke. Only the “Daily News” and its other obscure weeklies might be found to defend him.

It is from the debate itself, therefore, and from the facts or statements contained therein, that the observer from the outside must draw his own conclusions. The public is invited to sit in judgment with the jury on the evidence in criminal cases—why not also in political cases? From this point of view, we should like to ask what Sir Rufus Isaacs, for example, would have made of a defence in a court of law so weak in fact as his own defence in Parliament. In the Seddon case, it will be remembered, Sir Rufus Isaacs cross-examined a prisoner under peril of death in such a style as to remind everybody of Judge Jeffreys; even the “Times” was driven to protest mildly. How would Sir Rufus Isaacs on Friday last in Parliament have fared in his own hands? But what, we ask, is it? It is apparently a bad bargain for the State. We do not know, of course, that it is; but judicial commonsense suggests that if the shares in a company rise in a few months from two shillings to pound, the company at whom the change has made a good bargain, and a much better one than its backers had a right to expect. Again, we do not know that the fraternal relation of Sir Rufus Isaacs with the managing director of the Marconi company had any influence on the contract, so favourable to the latter; but, once more, the same commonsense that led Sir Rufus Isaacs to the suspicion of motive in Frederick Seddon’s case might lead us to suspicion at any rate in his own case. There may have been no connection between the positions of the two brothers, but as even the “Daily News” remarks: “The association entitled critics on all sides to watch the negotiations with the very closest scrutiny.” “When we take the past credit of the account we do not think, that any of his unsupported statements must necessarily carry conviction. His career, save by its success, has been indistinguishable from that of any ordinary barrister. We have never heard of anything that he has done, or said that marks him out as a man with any extraordinary public spirit or with any extraordinary public principle. What the average lawyer would do with the same ability and opportunity, that Sir Rufus Isaacs has done and no more. Never to our knowledge has his conduct or inculcations, whether personal or public, added up, what do they amount to, save devices for keeping the poor quiet and restraining them from taking by force property that belongs more to them than to its legal owners? It is monstrous to pretend that the politicians who deliberately base their system on the fact that the working classes are not corrupt in their hearts, whatever they may be in their public dealings. The alternative to corruption is a senselessness for which there is no parallel in the human scene. And if this were not true, their opposition would be futile. The worst of politicians, however, have a good excuse for maintaining the social system as it is, in the precepts and example set for them by professed social reformers. At the Memorial Hall, on Friday afternoon, there assembled, under the chairmanship of Mr. Sidney Webb, several hundred delegates from the I.L.P., the Fabian Society, and other bodies, for the purpose of urging the Government to devote the coming session to the abolition and prevention of destitution. We have already commented on the dishonesty of pretending that the Government can conceivably do anything of the kind, or is in the least degree likely to attempt it. Anybody who knows the political situation is quite aware that the Government has already enough to do to maintain its position until the Conservatives are ready to take office. Save in promises in view of the next General Election, we may be quite certain that the Government will be sterile. But apart from the absurdity of the demand in point of time, the absurdity in point of content is demonstrable. The “measures” demanded, at Mr. Webb’s suggestion, of the Government are the same old measures which the tyro in economics knows to be useless, and worse than useless, to the working classes. They are the Universal Minimum Wage, the Eight-Hours Day, Minimum Conditions of Labour, together, we suppose, with the rest of the cruel and pedantic nonsense of the Minority Report on the Poor Law; and all are to be achieved without the smallest expectation that theExperts will work for it in fact, with benefit to its health. Mr. Webb’s great notion, it is well known, is the classification and separate treatment of the vast army of paupers and pauperesses. For him, as for any capitalist, the system of wage slavery is tolerable; or, at least, it can be made tolerable. The fact that three out of four of our population have, like horses and cattle, only employment in a prolifeer’s service to depend on for a living; and that the existing condition is, as far as it strikes even the most soft-hearted of the capitalists themselves. What he would do is precisely what these latter would do: ameliorate the conditions under which wage slavery is tolerated. For the small provision fund among wage slaves who for one reason or another are useless to private employers. And it is among this minority of the rejected, the unfortunate, easily believe, without any direct evidence whatever, that a little job more or less would not be held to matter much. The Marconi contract, we repeat, may not be such a job. With the circumstantial evidence available to us we would not hang a dog on it. But we find it hard to forget that on less evidence Sir Rufus Isaacs hung a man.

We have already said, however, that we attach comparatively little importance to political evidence, even if it could be proved, considered as a symptom merely of the evil organisation of society. It is obvious that what we call the State is at this moment a conspiracy of the wealthy classes to keep the poor classes poor. Cover up this conspiracy by putting coats of purple names on them, the fact remains that the whole force of the State is directed to keeping the rich rich and the poor poor. Against the revolt of the poor that is unnatural, maintained in pauperism, it is true that the State makes provision in the form of legislation from time to time; and for such prudent acts of self-preservation the donkeys of the Labour Party braze their idiotic gratitude. The best that has been done is to have put donkeys of the Labour Party against the rich, to have added up, what do they amount to, save devices for keeping the poor quiet and restraining them from taking by force property that belongs more to them than to its legal owners? It is monstrous to pretend that the politicians who deliberately base their system on the fact that the working classes are not corrupt in their hearts, whatever they may be in their public dealings. The alternative to corruption is a senselessness for which there is no parallel in the human scene. And if this were not true, their opposition would be futile. The worst of politicians, however, have a good excuse for maintaining the social system as it is, in the precepts and example set for them by professed social reformers. At the Memorial Hall, on Friday afternoon, there assembled, under the chairmanship of Mr. Sidney Webb, several hundred delegates from the I.L.P., the Fabian Society, and other bodies, for the purpose of urging the Government to devote the coming session to the abolition and prevention of destitution. We have already commented on the dishonesty of pretending that the Government can conceivably do anything of the kind, or is in the least degree likely to attempt it. Anybody who knows the political situation is quite aware that the Government has already enough to do to maintain its position until the Conservatives are ready to take office. Save in promises in view of the next General Election, we may be quite certain that the Government will be sterile. But apart from the absurdity of the demand in point of time, the absurdity in point of content is demonstrable. The “measures” demanded, at Mr. Webb’s suggestion, of the Government are the same old measures which the tyro in economics knows to be useless, and worse than useless, to the working classes. They are the Universal Minimum Wage, the Eight-Hours Day, Minimum Conditions of Labour, together, we suppose, with the rest of the cruel and pedantic nonsense of the Minority Report on the Poor Law; and all are to be achieved without the smallest expectation that the Experts will work for it in fact, with benefit to its health. Mr. Webb’s great notion, it is well known, is the classification and separate treatment of the vast army of paupers and pauperesses. For him, as for any capitalist, the system of wage slavery is tolerable; or, at least, it can be made tolerable. The fact that three out of four of our population have, like horses and cattle, only employment in a prolifeer’s service to depend on for a living; and that the existing condition is, as far as it strikes even the most soft-hearted of the capitalists themselves. What he would do is precisely what these latter would do: ameliorate the conditions under which wage slavery is tolerated. For the small provision fund among wage slaves who for one reason or another are useless to private employers. And it is among this minority of the rejected, the unfortunate,
the rebels, and the cripples that Mr. Webb's schemes chiefly operate. Thence comes clearly his plan of classifying paupers in the categories of their misfortunes. The paupers from sickness are entitled in his arbitrary opinion to this particular treatment by this part of his category, while the paupers from idleness are to be treated in another way by another body; and so on. And all the while the fact is practically ignored that the system which remains in operation among the non-workers is just as much a source of wealth; it is labour; and, in consequence, the cost of the new army of paupers would fall upon their present employers with regularity, had it not been for that very existence on its ability to do so.

For, when Mr. Webb has licked the sores of the numerous classes of manufactured, confessed, and unemployed paupers, and has passed beyond the limits of the conditions of private employment, he is met on the threshold by this simple fact: the employers, by reason of their economic position, have the whip-hand, not only over their workmen, but over Parliament. It is an instrument by means of which Mr. Webb hopes to coerce them. Let be supposed that, under the combined influence of wire-pulling, badgering, wheeling, and statistics, Parliament is induced to establish a Universal Minimum Wage, what is to prevent employers in possession of the two instruments of production (land and capital) discharging from their service every workman whose increased wages would return them no profit? A minority of employers might, it is true, economise in some other fashion, but Mr. Webb; another small minority might find the better spirit of their men a compensation; still another minority might take out from their men by efficient management as much and more work as they could have before. But the majority would still be left to economise in the only direction their brains would be likely to take, in the number and amenities of their workmen. Thus we should have the number of unemployed enormously increased, and these would fall, by Mr. Webb's predestination, into one or other of the categories of the actual and confessed paupers. But what would he do with them? What would the State do with them? How and from what sources would they be fed? There is only one source of wealth; it is labour; and, in consequence, the cost of the new army of paupers would fall upon their mates still so fortunately in employment. It is calculable, therefore, how much better off these latter would be for the loving kindness and tender mercies of Mr. Webb.

An incident, however, appears to have taken place at the Conference which must have disturbed the placidity of the official organisers. An amendment was moved from the body of the hall to one of the platform resolutions. The effect that both the existing social legislation, including Labour Exchanges and the Insurance Act, and the legislation then being proposed by the Conference, were worthless. It was in vain that the mover, Mr. Stokes, was urged by the Chairman to withdraw his amendment or to be satisfied at least with a "debate" on it. Mr. Stokes, we are glad to say, exercised his right of testing the feeling, as they call it, of the meeting, with the surprising result that fifty-five delegates voted for his drastic amendment and eighty-eight against it. Mr. Webb may extract, if he likes, great comfort from his majority; but we are inclined to extract hope from the figures of the minority. If in the very citadel of Webbery and its allies they could find the figures of the little man and his wife, no fewer than thirty-five out of a hundred and fifty delegates were to be found to declare the whole campaign an economic fraud, what may we not expect in districts remote from Mr. Webb's figments? The "Daily Citizen" indeed! It may be an aspiration, but at present it is merely a lie.

The contents of the new journal are such as the choice of title would lead us to expect. A class Labour Party that can address the public under the false flag of citizenship will not fail to ape all the vices (believing them to be virtues) of the class to which it aspires. The "Daily Citizen" has, in fact, every vice of the class next above that of its official directors—the nouveaux lower middle-class. It is would-be broad and tolerant, it is archly knowing, it is sentimental, it is mean, and it is comprehensively vulgar. Its "leaders" of the new daily are distinguishable from the rest of the contents by their ineptitude even in the low art of claptrap. For smartness aping brilliance we award the palm to the feature known as "Their Views and Ours." Take, for example, the comment on our statement of last week: Wages, we said, can fall to any extent whatever; they can fall not only to subsistence level, but considerably below it. The comment of the "Daily Citizen" on this menacing truth is as follows:—"In fact, they can fall so low that they cease to be wages, and become insults." Our readers will picture the office-boys' grin with which such a comment must have been read by the self-interested section whose devoted sweat has elevated him to citizenship for the sole purpose of lifting them into the same state. With Mr. Walsh, who has given us more pleasure than this minority vote at any extent whatever; they can fall not only to subsistence level, but considerably below it. The comment of the "Daily Citizen" on this menacing truth is as follows:—"In fact, they can fall so low that they cease to be wages, and become insults." Our readers will picture the office-boys' grin with which such a comment must have been read by the self-interested section whose devoted sweat has elevated him to citizenship for the sole purpose of lifting them into the same state. With Mr. Walsh, who has given us more pleasure than this minority vote at any extent whatever; they can fall not only to subsistence level, but considerably below it. The comment of the "Daily Citizen" on this menacing truth is as follows:—"In fact, they can fall so low that they cease to be wages, and become insults." Our readers will picture the office-boys' grin with which such a comment must have been read by the self-interested section whose devoted sweat has elevated him to citizenship for the sole purpose of lifting them into the same state. With Mr. Walsh, who has given us more pleasure than this minority vote at
Current Cant.

"The nation is composed of individuals all owning property... the benefit is mutual; each is helped by every other."—"Morning Post."

"In the modern world force is never, in the nature of things, the weapon of the majority."—HALL CAIN, in the "Daily Citizen."

"State expenditure implies State activity at the cost of private activity—in other words, the advance of Socialism."—The "Standard."

"There is no alternative between the existing Establishment of the Church and the disappearance of religion from the public and corporate life of the nation."—Dr. LANG.

"... each man for himself. That should be the great witness of the Church."—Sunday Times.

"I travelled from Liverpool Street to Alderbury, at a flower-decorated table, with crème de digit, whiting, roast leg of mutton and red currant jelly..."—GEORGE R. SIMS.

"If boys and girls are captured in their red-hot stage of enthusiasm, British men and women will neither refuse to bear arms nor to bear children."—Anonymous.

"The 'Strand!' Magazine raises the important question—Is England on the downgrade?... Sir Hiram Maxim and Sir Joseph Lyons of the opinion that, commercially, we are all right and going strong; though Sir Charles Macara says that, unless English business-men show greater interest in commercial propositions, a down-grade movement will set in."—Advt. in "T. F.'s Weekly."

"The Royal party joined the London and North-Western Railway special saloon train at Ballater... The King and Prince of Wales wore grey overcoats and bowler hats."—The "Morning Post."

"The distinctive characteristic of the Socialism of the Labour Party was that it was evolutionary."—RAMSAY MACDONALD, M.P.

"It is the association of the State with the Ancient Church which keeps alive in the hearts of citizens those Christian principles..."—NORTON, in the "Morning Post."

"On the stage, men and women start with an absolute equality of opportunity."—H. B. IRVING.

"To the idle, the slothful, the unambitious malcontent, socialism at once affords an excuse for his own defects. To such as these socialism presents a constant temptation to persist in habits of idleness and thriftlessness."—PRESIDENT TAFT.

"Socialism is eager to exploit the powerful and influential organisations of Christianity... but it derides its fundamental tenets and its profound traditions."—HERBERT SHAW.

"The poor man and poor woman, now to be deprived in some measure of those charitable consolations which are free to the poor as well as to the rich."—"Morning Post."

"I want to thank you very much for this lovely walking-stick. My husband and I will often use them..."—Mrs. Churchill.

"'Weekly Friend.'—Now on sale.—Four serial stories, entitled: 'A Servant in her Sister's House,' 'Her Stolen Husband,' 'Utterly Alone,' and 'A Wicked Wedding'; also remarkable series of human documents—letters from a convict to his mother; other good things besides. rd.—Advt. in "Mother and Home."

"If efficiency in the public services is to pass from an ideal to a reality, the middle classes must back the King."—ARNOLD WHITE.

"Like Lord Northcliffe, whose letter I read with great interest—that stirring letter which made me think that perhaps, triumphant as he has been in his present sphere, he might have made an equally distinguished career in another sphere."—LLOYD GEORGE.

Current Sense.

"The 'Daily Citizen' should be invaluable to employers."—LORD NORTHCLIFFE.

"Once again a protest must be entered against the deplorable lack of system in the City."—The "City Press."

"The middle classes are fettered by snobbery and apathy. That is why they fail to combine to fight against their grievances."—F. E. BARTLE.

"You must show a hatred of those people who want wealth for wealth's sake."—Marmaduke.

"Democracy has no place at Court, according to his Majesty..."—"London Mail."

"The interest of the producer must be our first concern..."—HARRY PAGE CROFT, M.P.

"Some men write novels because they have got into a mess with a woman and want to see how it looks on paper."—H. V. LUCAS.

"The rich generally exercise the brain and body too little and eat or drink too much."—"Vanity Fair."

"The Socialists have been holding a meeting at the Hammerstein Opera House and have decided that the Labour Party is not a wasp, but a bluebottle."—"The Pink 'Un."

"To be rich—there is no other ideal."—HERR KERR.

"Our modern disease is not that we are proud, but that we are proud about the wrong things."—Professor T. M. Kettle.

"Before we can get even an elementary concept of the basic significance of art, it is necessary to get some rough idea of what we mean by life."—H. D. MACKALL.

"Our civilisation which, with all its manifold privileges and advantages, is probably to a large class of people the most crushing and soul-killing the race has ever seen."—JOHN BURRELLS, in the "Atlantic Monthly."

"All the splendour of the external successes of civilisation cannot hide the fact that it does not satisfy the whole man with his inner needs."—Professor EUCREN, in "Public Opinion."

"The King is as fond of his cup of tea as any old woman."—"London Mail."

"The first important fact we come across is that every year women are increasing in numbers proportionately to men. For every thousand women who may find husbands, sixty-eight must remain unmarried."—T. E. M., in the "Daily Mail."

"The Governments which entered into the First Hague Conference were backed by a public opinion which was ignorant, suspicious, and animated by false ideas."—NORMAN ANGELL.

"No one not a worker has a right to exist or be fed."—BISHOP OF OXFORD.

"It sounds nice theoretically to say that God is doing all He can do to save the whole world at the present time. Everybody knows that this is not true."—ZION'S WATCH TOWER AND HERALD OF CHRIST'S PRESENCE.

"Success in war depends upon victory in battle."—"Daily Telegraph."

"The capitalist class are now showing their solidarity."—TOM MANN.

"Mr. Snowden wants State intervention because the strikes failed. But why did the strikes fail? They failed because of State intervention."—G. K. CHESTERTON.

"London has become a sort of clearing-house for the white slave trade."—CLAUD MONTEFIORI.
Foreign Affairs.

By S. Verdad.

The gravest feature of the Balkan situation during the past week has not been the advance of Montenegro nor the Turkish war preparations, but rather the extraordinary disagreements still existing between the Great Powers and the tension to which such disagreements have given rise in the Chancelleries of Europe. Never since the Berlin Congress has diplomacy been in a more unsettled state; and to understand the position properly we must survey it generally before paying attention to the minor details.

Events have taken a peculiar turn which is likely to put a considerable strain on the Triple Entente and the Triple Alliance. It is all to the interest of this country, as I said before, to have a strong Turkey in the Balkans. It is also to the interest of France to maintain the status quo. On the other hand, Russia is bound to stand by her Slav brethren—even if the Government were not willing to do this, the unanimous forces of nationalism is so strong that the authorities would have no option but to accede to the national desire. But a strong Turkey, and the preservation of the status quo in the Balkan States, mean a strong Austria to hold the Balkan States in check in the north. At present Bulgaria, Servia, Montenegro and Greece are not merely by a military bond, which every one knows about, but by a definite political agreement which has not been referred to in the public Press. The plan is to establish, not exactly the Southern Slav Republic, but a confederation of all the Slav States, Austria to hold the Balkan States in check in the north. The status quo once assured, however, two units of the Triple Alliance—Italy and Servia—may as likely as not come to blows over any future division of territory which may be impending; and if Austria at a later date attempts to extend her territories by annexing, say, the Sanjak of Novi Bazar, which she evacuated when she was determined to safeguard. It is generally believed that he referred to the Sanjak of Novi Bazar and the railway line, but his speech is susceptible to a wider interpretation. It means that if Turkey shows signs of breaking up, Austria will certainly demand “compensation” somewhere, and it means, too, that if Turkey appears to be winning, and Russia finds it necessary to intervene on behalf of the Slav States Austria will also have a word to say. The effect of this speech will not be lost on the St. Petersburg Foreign Office; but this does not necessarily mean that Count Berchtold’s unnecessary intervention at this juncture is likely to make for peace.

In the midst of all this excitement a bombshell has been cast into the financiers’ camp. Turkey, it has been reported, is seeking a loan (the figure is variously given as £6,000,000 to £10,000,000) from J. F. Morgan and Co., and this raises an entirely new aspect of international finance. It has hitherto been the unwritten rule in Europe that no money shall be lent to a State which is at war—it was for this reason that Turkey could not get a loan from France last October, after the war with Italy had broken out. But will American financiers take this unwritten rule into their calculations? They will not, I fancy, if they can see any prospect of making money by disregarding it.

Apart from this specific instance, however, there has for some time been a steady agitation among American financiers for greater participation in international loans. They are not satisfied to go on lending money to China and South America; they wish for more extended “interests,” and particularly I am told that American invasion, if only because it may help to break down the monopoly of the Great European banking houses. In London financial circles people are saying even more bitter things now about the Morgans than they did about Mr. Birch Crisp a few weeks ago.

It is difficult to get the truth about international affairs published in English papers. Every newspaper has its special “interests” to serve; and even when both political parties support the foreign policy of the Government, a certain amount of latitude is allowed to their Press organs, as witness the “Daily News” and the “Nation,” and the different tone adopted by a paper like the Westminster Gazette. Even the Labour group of the Liberal party, as was made evident by some wild leaders in the “Daily Herald,” must have its panders. But a writer in Thursday’s issue of the new “Daily Citizen” has exceeded all bounds of probability. In a leader on the foreign situation he assures his readers solemnly: “The International Socialist Bureau states that the working class movements in Armenia, Greece, Turkey, Roumania, have issued a joint manifesto against the war, and that the Socialist workers of Bulgaria and Servia will join hands with the working classes in the Balkans. By peaceful methods the Bulgarian workers aim at uniting the Balkan peoples into a single federal republic, free from the control both of Turkey and of the great European Powers.” Comment on this will only say that it is the funniest thing I have ever read. My newsagent shall be instructed to place the “Citizen” on my list of comic papers.
GUILD SOCIALISM.

II.-A Survey of the Material Factors.

Before we can profitably begin our study of Guild Socialism, it is desirable that we should present a con-
spectus of the existing organisation of the industrial

factors. As its name implies, Guild Socialism is

necessarily a work of democratic social reconstruction. It is
democracy applied to industry. Herein it differs

fundamentally from State Socialism, which leaves to

the bureaucrat the task of organising the industrial

army without regard to the democratic principle. The

term “Guild” implies voluntary organisation and
democratic management. Historically considered, this

is its true connotation. It is because of this tradition

that we apply the word “Guild” to that democratic in-
dustrial organisation which our inquiry into the wage

structure of the British national as well as working community is
to be ensured. We have seen how certain it is that

if the mass of the population consciously accepts the

labour commodity theory and accordingly sells itself for

wages, the servile state becomes inevitable. That way

lie despair and the denial of every ideal, every hope

and every democratic expectation for the future. The

future welfare of Great Britain is bound up in its

present wage problem and capacity so to organise itself

that it can produce and distribute wealth relieved from

the incubus of competitive wages, rent, interest, and

profits. As we have already proved, the first step

is the abolition of the wage system, for it is by means

of wages that rent, interest and profits are exacted.

But a mere declaration that wages are abolished is

obviously absurd, unless an effective and superior sub-
stitute for the wage system is forthcoming. That sub-

stitute, in its turn, depends upon the coherence of the

new organisation. But we must not even begin to

elaborate the main outlines of the new social structure

until we have clearly realised the content and extent of

our task.

Confining ourselves in this chapter to the material factors of (i) production, (ii) population engaged in production and distribution; (iii) the number of wage earners as distinct from ad-

ministration; (iv) the value of labour as distinct from the cost of the raw or semi-raw material. Inasmuch as the primary consideration is our capacity to produce wealth, we shall restrict ourselves to that aspect of the inquiry, leaving the question of distribution to subse-

quent treatment. We would, however, remind our

readers that we have already partially dealt with dis-

tribution in our chapter, “The Economics of the Wage

System.”

The first census of production, carried out in 1907, disclosed the fact that 6,936,000 persons (salaried and wage earners) are engaged in productive work, the annual labour value of which is £712,000,000. The labour value here calculated is by 50, allowing, that is, only two weeks' unemployment per worker per annum. The Building group, as a sea-

sonal trade, was multiplied by 40, the figure usually

given. In one or two instances we have grouped the

returns for the sake of compression, and grouped the

average output and wage accordingly.

This industrial table is probably the most significant published in recent years. It lends itself to exhaustive treatment not only by the statistician, but by the social

philosopher. Without entering at length into its full

meaning, there are certain important conclusions gen-
mere to our particular text to be drawn from it, and

only to these shall we now refer.

First: It is graphically evident that the wage system is the basis of modern wealth production; for only by treating labour as a commodity and subjecting it to a competitive wage price is it possible to pay rent, in-

terest, profits, establishment charges, and all other ex-

penses. Towards these expenses, the individual Build-
ing-trade slave contributes a relatively large sum of £24;

the Iron and Steel worker £36; the Shipbuilding

worker £24; the Engineer £41. More striking are the figures dealing with such necessities as clothing, boots, cottons, woolens and linens. Here the average wage is decisively low, largely owing, it appears, to the presence of the competition of the industrial woman

worker. Yet, low as these wages are, it will be ob-

erved that the industry returns very much the same

surplus value as do the more highly paid trades. Thus

we discover that low wages are not really due to bad

trade, but to the ability of the purchaser of labour

power to exact surplus value.

A laundress earning £55 annually pays £23 from this amount for the up-

keep of her establishment, as she is still binding herself to a com-

mercial standpoint (and the standpoint, that is, of sur-

plus value) there is practically no difference in value

between the combined labour of an equal group of

industries with which we propose to deal. It is for-

tunate that the preliminary reports of the Census of Production give us also the average wages of the wage earners in certain trades: it is unfortunate that

these reports do not as yet cover the whole field.

As we write before the bicentennials of about 140 different trades. We should like to set them all out completely in tabular form, but apart from the

fact that our available space is limited, no serious end

would be gained. We shall, therefore, arbitrarily select only those trades wherein 50,000 or more persons are

engaged. Wherever possible we have given the average

wages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade Group</th>
<th>Net</th>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>Net output</th>
<th>Wage Av.</th>
<th>employed</th>
<th>employed Wage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building and Contracting</td>
<td>£42,954,000</td>
<td>513,661</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>476,559</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Mines</td>
<td>166,284,000</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>826,357</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and Steel Factories</td>
<td>30,945,000</td>
<td>262,222</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>248,161</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering</td>
<td>£17,678,000</td>
<td>184,557</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>175,105</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Factories</td>
<td>£45,642,000</td>
<td>455,901</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>416,924</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway Construction</td>
<td>£17,103,000</td>
<td>241,526</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>234,739</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing and Millinery</td>
<td>£27,237,000</td>
<td>446,524</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>313,653</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boot and Shoe Factories</td>
<td>£46,039,000</td>
<td>512,886</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>360,478</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton Factories</td>
<td>£19,452,000</td>
<td>257,017</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>247,920</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jute, Linen and Hemp (Great Britain)</td>
<td>£5,020,000</td>
<td>81,701</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>79,534</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Linen and Hemp (Ire-

land) | £4,318,000 | 71,791 | 61 | 71,311 | 61 |
| Printing and Book- binding | £15,888,000 | 172,627 | 89 | 156,161 | 56 |
| Chemicals | £9,494,000 | 51,088 | 185 | 45,107 | 86 |
| China and Earthen- wear | £4,590,000 | 67,870 | 68 | 64,043 | 70 |
| Brick and Fireclay | £5,060,000 | 63,183 | 80 | 50,880 | 80 |
| Bread and Biscuit Factories | £11,550,000 | 110,168 | 105 | 97,274 | 92 |
| Cocoa and Confectionery | £4,975,000 | 60,735 | 82 | 54,132 | 82 |
| Brewing and Malting | £45,140,000 | 85,222 | 485 | 69,749 | 50 |
| Timber Factories | £4,071,000 | 74,054 | 93 | 66,244 | 67 |
| Furniture | £9,426,000 | 91,414 | 101 | 83,274 | 85 |
| Laundry | £1,204,000 | 149,828 | 117 | 145,915 | 85 |
| Gas | £17,278,000 | 83,533 | 208 | 74,959 | 75 |

* Including Excise Duties.

The average wage in this table is probably over-

stated. We have taken the average weekly wage as

ascertained by the Census of Production and multiplied by 50, allowing, that is, only two weeks' unemployment per worker per annum. The Building group, as a sea-

sonal trade, was multiplied by 40, the figure usually

given. In one or two instances we have grouped the

returns for the sake of compression, and grouped the

average output and wage accordingly.

The above table is probably the most significant

published in recent years. It lends itself to exhaustive treatment not only by the statistician, but by the social

philosopher. Without entering at length into its full

meaning, there are certain important conclusions gen-
mere to our particular text to be drawn from it, and

only to these shall we now refer.

First: It is graphically evident that the wage system is the basis of modern wealth production; for only by treating labour as a commodity and subjecting it to a competitive wage price it is possible to pay rent, in-

terest, profits, establishment charges, and all other ex-

penses. Towards these expenses, the individual Build-
ing-trade slave contributes a relatively large sum of £24;

the Iron and Steel worker £36; the Shipbuilding

worker £24; the Engineer £41. More striking are the figures dealing with such necessities as clothing, boots, cottons, woolens and linens. Here the average wage is decisively low, largely owing, it appears, to the presence of the competition of the industrial woman

worker. Yet, low as these wages are, it will be ob-

erved that the industry returns very much the same

surplus value as do the more highly paid trades. Thus

we discover that low wages are not really due to bad

trade, but to the ability of the purchaser of labour

power to exact surplus value.

A laundress earning £55 annually pays £23 from this amount for the up-

keep of her establishment, as she is still binding herself to a com-

mercial standpoint (and the standpoint, that is, of sur-

plus value) there is practically no difference in value

between the combined labour of an equal group of
laundry women, building employees, and ship builders. Thus it is evident that profits really spring from the regular employment of large masses of wage slaves, no matter of what kind.

Second: The unequal wages paid to different trades yielding equal economic value is clearly an inequitable outcome of the existing wage system and calls for instant redress. But it is certain that no immediate remedy is possible during the continuance of the present industrial system, because the capital invested in the various trades has been advanced on the implied understanding that wages shall not be raised at the expense of dividends. The return on capital must approximate in all industries'.

Third: So far as the productive processes are concerned, it is evident that there is no economic justification for the categories of rent, interest and profits, providing that organised labour (in guilds or otherwise) be guaranteed a proper share of the economic value, such as the scientific and technical contingents, but, as a class and having regard to their number, they certainly constitute a problem demanding serious thought. For example, how many of them are strike-drivers, pacific, or not? The breaking point. Either surplus value must be reduced (which is impossible under capitalism) or wages must be stereotyped at their present low average. It is for the Labour army to decide whether it shall remain for ever welfare, for ever wage slaves, or whether it shall absorb rent and interest, and by means of guild organisation undertake the functions of the present employing class together with the economic rewards.

Fourth: There are probably fifteen million employees engaged in wealth production or wealth distribution. But we find from this table that less than seven millions are directly engaged in production. It will be necessary to inquire how far guild organisation can economise on distribution. If we put the cost of production at 100, it will be found that the ultimate cost to the consumer varies between 140 and 220. Economic distribution is necessarily an integral charge upon production. How much of the existing system of distribution is justifiable? The answer will depend upon production.

We do not attach much significance to the problem so often discussed whether we suffer most from over-production or under-consumption or any variation of this irrelevant conundrum. But we draw two deductions from the foregoing proposition: (a) that any considerable increase in production would necessitate a correlative increase in the number of productive workers; (b) that our capacity for increased production is only limited by our supply of raw materials and capital power. As, with one or two exceptions, there is yet no dearth of raw materials, it becomes an extremely important issue whether organised labour, obtaining command of industry by declining to sell itself for wages, and reorganising its forces, would not find it desirable to draft at least two more millions of workers into productive occupations, either from uneconomic distribution or from the under or unemployed. It would probably be one of the first tasks undertaken by a plenary conference of guilds.

Fifth: In view of the fact that there are nearly seven million wage earners occupied exclusively on production, and as there are less than three million trade unionists, more than 200,000 of whom are distributively engaged, it is evident that the first step in the reorganisation of the labour movement must be a change in the terms of membership as shall enable each union to embrace every employee in its particular trade. In this connection, it is important to note the apparently excessive number of employees assigned to the administration of production. For every 1,000 workers engaged in production there are no less than 37,000; the iron and steel factories have 14,000; shipbuilding yards, 9,000; engineering shops, 39,000; clothing, 50,000; boots and shoes, 9,000; printing and bookbinding, 16,000; bread and biscuits, 13,000; cotton and woollen manufacturers, 11,000; furniture, 8,000; laundries, 11,000. It would be necessary in these trades, under a guild system, to maintain an army of 220,000 men who do not to-day rank as wage earners, but as overseers of wage slaves? No doubt a considerable proportion of these are not the product of capitalist organisation? And what is to be the attitude of the reorganised trade-unions towards them?
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businesses successfully in the interests of the nation? Is it not high time that Labour should refuse thus to maintain its reputation as incapable of an unselfish wage? We have already quoted Mr. Binney Dibblee to the effect that the maintenance of Labour reserves is a reasonable charge upon the employers. But we now insist, not as a rent, and profits, in demanding their pound of flesh, have at the same time refused to maintain their victims, even while the flesh was growing again. Anybody may do this for them—the Trade Unions, private charity, the State; but the capitalists will do it themselves. No vindictive aim upon the property of the interests need be considered—the situation is far too serious to be governed by low motives—what we must understand is that Great Britain is faced with a crisis so terrific, so far-reaching, that unless she grasps its true significance, her economic decline is inevitable. We do not deny that she might conceivably go far on the purely material plane by frankly adopting the policy of the servile State and by deliberately compelling the mass of the population to pass into standardised and irretrievable wage slavery. But, apart from the fact that no nation can exist "half-slave and half-free," we believe that slavery, economic or psychological, is so repugnant to British thought that the Labour army wakes up to the realities it will sweep away the wage system and itself undertake the industrial work of the country.

The October Ogress.

By Kosma Wilkinson.

A poisonous foe and a treacherous friend,
Like a blight and a curse on roofer I descend.

Language could not more fully or accurately sum her up than this couplet from a contemporary minor poet. She has necessarily nothing about her of kinship or connection tribe. She combines the peevishness of poverty with the smug satisfaction of a competence and an affectation of general superiority with an impertinence of manner and a hardness of fibre, unusual even in the daughter of a British bourgeoisie, she waits about her an atmosphere of discomfort, suspicious, distrust, and ill-will.

Born, as she amiably flatters herself, to command, to possess the evil eye. In our own land of liberty and happiness, at each stage of her October progress she makes the token of preceding misery, at each stage of her October progress she finds its autumnal recreation in wagging beneath the sun the ogress's dearest friend. The visitor, however, as she stars up to the realities it will sweep away the wage system and itself undertake the industrial work of the country.
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Home Rule from a Sane Point of View.

By Norman Fitzroy Webb.

The position of the broad-minded man who has any belief in nationality as a force, and who yet finds himself in the ranks of the opposition to self-government for Ireland, is difficult to explain to those whose political horizon is bounded by modern politics. His opposition appears to them to be either material and unpatriotic, or the product of a bigoted prejudice. That it is the outcome of neither makes no difference: he cannot get a hearing. But the Nationalist can always gain our sympathy. The dullest of us can understand his sentiments. They do him credit, and us, too, if we endorse them. His is a popular air, with "my country," or words to that effect, for a refrain. It is inspiring, and given the due season we would all like to be singing it. But now hear the other side.

A revolutionary Act of Parliament is a contradiction. It is not merely that it is out of the Parliamentary sphere, it is an impossibility. Acts of Parliament may breed riots: they cannot make a revolution. Were Ireland in reality as hot for revolution as the Nationalist Party aver it is unthinkable that she should seek relief by means of legislation. The revolutionary's place is not in the Commons. The Nationalist Party contradict themselves. If the day comes when Ireland really elects to govern herself Acts of Parliament will be powerless either to bestow or withhold self-government.

This present agitation which its leaders would have us believe is a great national movement Look at it for any of the signs of a revolution. There are none. There is more of revolution in the temper of Ulster than in all the rest of Ireland. The source of this agitation is no longer patriotism, neither does economics enter into it at all. It has become entirely political.

Of late the Nationalist members have protested that they agitate solely in the interests of a revered and overworked Imperial Parliament. They disavow intention of identifying Ireland in any way apart from the rest of England. Here is another flaw: Inasmuch as their cry of "Ireland a nation," which they keep for their speeches in Ireland and America, is sincere, in just so much is their movement a true movement. We in the North point attention to that cry as an indication of the cloven hoof, but the phrase has no longer the ring of truth: the party is held together by a common hatred, not bound in a common cause and good fellowship. The feeling upon which the agitators play is resentment, not patriotism, a chance to pay off old scores upon England and upon Protestantism.
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porter of Howard the Philanthropist—and he was called the Protector of the Gypsies at a time when every vulgar man's hand was against this outcast tribe. Sir Lionel settled our estates—and incidentally settled, in another manner, nearly all of us. His son, my grandfather, Sir Frederick, was clearly a good fellow; I have all his letters and a good Whig. At any rate, he knocked the Tories out of Carlisle in 1798. He was Member for Winchelsea and Carlisle, and would have been a good man if he had not always had "too much beans." As the head of his family, a rather guarded, haughty, socially, in that he, like most of us, "with beans," had too great a regard for the other and more charming sex. He was draining the property all the time. Then came his son, Sir Francis. My uncle I do not know much. He had been always kept in the background by his father, and I fancy, from the letters, his life was never a very happy one. My father, Frederick, was at Eton with W. E. Gladstone, and was among those distinguished persons who were swished by Dr. Keat because they had a habit of running to Woburn Fair. Of my father I can speak with some certitude, because he was the best and noblest comrade any son ever had, though I suppose I cannot remember him before he was twenty-six. He was the youngest man in spirit I ever knew. And as he had been a friend of Henry Brougham, had been in society in London during the reign of George IV of blessed memory, knew "Almack's" and "Crockford's"—in the latter place he never gambled and —and was in Canada when Lord Durham protested against the British dominance over the French Canadians, it will be seen that our friendly intercourse in our innumerable walks was in itself a liberal education. I learnt well how to deal with the Boers in South Africa—and it has been publicly said by General Prinsep that I converted more of his race than most others—through these comrade walks as a child with my father than I could ever have learnt to do in all the universities of the world—Balliol College included.

But my father's life was ruined by the husks of Feudalism. He had been brought up expensively—Eton and the 12th Lancers. When his father died, as a younger son, practically nothing for him. The husks of Feudalism that my father had started by ruinous work in the world—the younger son—and as a rule you blame him because you have ruined him. It seems a foolish policy. As to my father, Frederick Henry Vane, I can say this: he was the noblest and most chivalrous man I have ever known, and, incidentally, one of the most intelligent. I have seen him fighting roughs in Seven Dials to protect a woman. And I know he was entirely ruined for useful work in the world by the system.

Now my predecessor, Sir Henry. I found him a most amiable, sympathetic, and intelligent man. In the matter of county affairs he conducted everything. These are all very well, but he had much more capacity than for these things. A more reasonable system for this would have employed him properly as an ambassador, possibly as a governor of a colony, instead of the Red Tape officials they generally get. But certainly he might have been more than a local J.P. had he not become the head of his family at an early age.

In the three generations—Sir Frederick, Sir Francis, and Sir Henry—the younger sons have been doing things handicapped by a vicious system—but doing them. Walter Vane (the brother of Sir Frederick) wrote quite well. Another Walter, the brother of Sir Francis and of my father, was killed as a captain in the Grenadiers of Bayonne, and my father did something, but not very much or nearly as much as he ought to have done, and Frederick Vane, the brother of Sir Henry, a major in the 12th Lancers, was wounded at Inkerman and never recovered from his wounds. But after all these cadets were doing something, but handicapped by their surroundings, while their brothers, the chiefs of the house were, in spite of their capacity, simply "sitting tight." The old system does not work there. These are administrators of a property on which depended the lives of so many thousands of people. Bound by an ancient tradition, they were prevented from adopting modern methods and allowed the estates to go down. Consequently, the emigration to Canada which is now draining the life-blood of the locality.

Finally, as an example of what can be done by our laws, which are, as I have said, but the husks of Feudalism, our estates are re-settled on to my son—or sons (and I have no sons)—and put into a trust which starves every one on the estates for the benefit of nonexistent heirs.

And in the meantime the only heirs after me—my cousins, the de Heris family—are starving. The estate is starved, everyone connected with it is starved, and they go away to freer and more rational climes.

Patria Mia.

By Ezra Pound.

VII.

It is permitted us to believe that the millionaire is no more a permanent evil than the feudal overlord. And it is permitted us to hope that his predominance will be of shorter duration. Nevertheless there seems to be no reason why he should not confer upon society, during his reign, such benefits as he is able. And the centralisation of power in his hands makes it very easy for him to display a virtue if he have one.

I am not much afraid that any donation from the wealthy will blind the people to the lay of things. Moreover, if the millionaire have by rare chance any acquaintance with history he will remember that the Medici—to use a hackneyed example—retain honour among us not for their very able corruption of the city of Florence, but because they housed Ficino and various artists and in some way or other gave certain credit due to their forerunners, the Orsini.

In fostering and hastening a renaissance the millioniare may be often very useful. It is his function as it is the function of any aristocrat to die and to leave gifts. Die he must, and he may as well leave gifts, lest people spit upon his tomb and remember him solely for his iniquities.

Also his order must pass as all things pass from this earth, save masterwork in thought, and in art. It is a wise, therefore, that he leave behind him some record for consideration. When the fire of the old learning began to run subtly from one end of Italy to the other, certain rich collectors sent out their agents through Greece and through all the East to gather what fragments they might of the ancient beauty.

And I honour in Mr. Morgan (God damn his politics) and in our other American collectors a similar habit. Until a country holds within it many examples of fine work you will never find there that discrimination between the sham and the real which is essential to the fostering of all art worthy of the name.

American poetry is bad, not for lack of impulse, but because almost no one in that country knows true from false, good from bad. It is only by familiarity with masterwork that one has flair. There must be knowledge of degrees and differences at the hearth and in the city.

Nevertheless, a nation has honour not for what it acquires but for what it gives, and one would respect Mr. Morgan infinitely more if he employed, or bought from or subsidised contemporary American artists.

It might be a no less profitable investment, though I cannot think that it have been, but old things in a sort of fixed value. If one acquire property in possessing it, it is a fairly safe investment. The clever dealer buys modern work cheap, and lives thereby; but there is more risk in so doing. You never know unless you yourself happen personally to care.

Yet after the collectors of the fifteenth century there came the academies, and these likewise spread their enthusiasm. A real academy is not the kind of thing which we see now bearing that name in the United States. This latter is a sort of mortuary chamber wherein those who have earnestly endeavoured to
succeed are for a few years, ante mortem, permitted to repose.

When a man has done his work, good or otherwise, you may as well chloroform him, give him a pension. You show a more kindly spirit if you feed him. You bolster up your own self-respect if you feed him. But you do nothing to assist awakenings or libereations. If it lie within your desire to promote the arts you must not only subsidise the man with work still in him, but you must gather such dynamic particles together; you must set them where they will inter-act, and stimulate each other.

It is most economical to do this when they are in the most energetic state, to wit, the beginning of their course, during the years when they will work for least money. Any artist who is worth powder to blow him to gravers, etc., and they should be fed there during the impossible years of the artist's life—i.e., the beginning of his career.

As it is, you can, in the United States get subsidised for "research." You can make a commentary on the career. Quinet and draw pay for three years doing it, or you can write learnedly on "ablauts" with similar result. And you can in all arts save literature and musical composition (there is one college in Ohio giving a special fellowship in original composition, but this is, I believe, the sole exception) get subsidies of one sort or another.

The cost of an efficient college of the arts, an institution not unlike a "graduate school" without professors, would be a trifle in comparison to the funds used in endowment of universities in which the system of instruction is already obsolescent—whenever it has concern with anything save utilitarian knowledge.

Wherever there is direct ratio between knowledge and immediate definite profit you will, as I have said, find the American marvellously efficient, both in intuition and in methods of training. It is, perhaps, foolish to print in detail the constitution of such a college as I propose. I tried vainly to get it printed in New York.

Yet this much is certain, if America has any desire to be a centre of artistic activity she must learn her one lesson from the Ptolomies. Art was lifted into Alexandria by subsidy, and by no other means will it lie within your desire to promote the arts you must set them where they will inter-act, and stimulate each other.

The American artist must at least find out what is worth doing before he can expect either to do it or to be "taken seriously."

It is possible that "Individuals" cannot be produced except in old countries or from old stock. I am not sure of this. But this at least is true, that a man's mind must be hand-made and not machine-made if one is to take interest in it.

The Iron Age.

How came this pigmy rabble spun,
After the gods and kings of old,
Upon a tapestry begun
With threads of silver and of gold?
In heaven began the heroic tale
What meaner destinies prevail!

They wove about the antique brow
A circlet of the heavenly air.
To whom is due such reverence now,
The thought "What deity is there?"
We choose the chieftains of our race
From bucksters in the market place.

When in their Councils over all
Men set the power which sells and buys,
Be sure the price of life will fall,
Death be more precious in our eyes.
Have all the gods their cycles run?
Has devil worship now begun?

O whether devil planned or no,
Life here is ambushed, this our fate,
That road to anarchy doth go.
This to the grim mechanic state.
The gates of hell are open wide,
But lead to other hells outside.

How has the fire Promethean paled?
Who is there now who wills or dares
Follow the fearless chiefs who sailed,
Celestial adventurers,
Who charted in undreamt of skies
The magic zones of Paradise?

Mankind that sought to be god-kind,
To wield the sceptre, wear the crown,
What made it wormlike in its mind?
Who bade it lay the sceptre down?
Was it through any speech of thee,
Misunderstood of Galilee?

The whip was cracked in Babylon
That slates unto the gods might raise
The golden turrets nigh the sun.
Yet beggars from the dust might gaze
Upon the mighty builders' art
And be of proud uplifted heart.

We now are servile to the mean
Who once were slaves unto the proud.
No lordlier life on earth has been
Although the heart be lowlier bowed.
Is there an Iron Age to be
With beauty but a memory?

Send forth, who promised long ago,
"I will not leave thee or forsake,"
Someone to whom our hearts may flow
With adoration, though we make
The Crucifixion be the sign,
The need of all the kingly line.

The Morning Stars were heard to sing
When man towered godlike in his prime.
One equal memory let us bring
Before we face our night in time.
Grant us one only Evening Star,
The Iron Age's Avatar.

A. E.
Present-Day Criticism.

In examining Mrs. Beatrice Hastings' verse, "Ariadne in Nysa," we find much technical points only. The form of the verse is imitated from Milton's "Lycidas," and from this we must select also our exemplary comparisons. "Lycidas" is a very favourite stand-by of the "free verse" writers; but, as ever in works of genius, the technique of "Lycidas" displays not a breaking of rule, but rule within rule unbreakable. The passages which are technically perfect are composed of decasyllabic phrases, with or without a punctuated caesura, of "internal" phrases of sixteen syllables, and phrases of six. The perfect decasyllabic phrase divides into a set of two, and a set of three, feet. The phrase of sixteen syllables feels the caesura at the third foot—

And on the level brine: sleek Panope with all her sisters played.

Here is a faulty phrase:—

When the remorseless deep closed: o'er the head of your loved Lycidas.

But we should not be inclined to oppose outright justification of even this phrase: there will scarcely be found another faulty one of sixteen syllables throughout the poem.

And with forced fingers rude: shatter your leaves before the mellowing year...

Ere the high laws appeared: under the opening eyelds of the mourn.

And both together heard: what time the gray-fly winds her sultry horn.

In his decasyllabic lines Milton is as nearly immaculate. He will pass an internal octave, and without that absolute quantity in the words which alone saves a combination of the foot and four from being offensive to the ear:—

How well could I have spared for thee: young swain...

But you must listen hard to hear another line as haltly played, of "Ariadne"...

Begin: and somewhat loudly sweep the string...

Hence: with denial vain and cloy excuse...

Or taint-worn: to the wearing herbs that graze...

Alas!: what boots it with unaccustomed care.

The unaragable fault in the "Lycidas" is the occurrence of phrases of fourteen syllables, a thing here to bring tears to the eyes and a longing for deafness:—

But mounted high through the dear might: of Him that walked the waves.

Again you must look close to find another so raw. Mrs. Hastings accentuates and multiplies in her poem the faults just to be observed in the "Lycidas." She has blocks of technically perfect lines; but we are not now concerned to notice the merits of the "Ariadne," but the faults, and particularly those which may serve for correctives of bad technique. Her opening lines are bad, each containing an octave which confuses the rhythm from the start. We may take the first twenty lines:—

Rose, blue as Cytherea's eye, the morn

On Nysa: seemed no thing might live forlorn

Or shade the breast with sorrow in that isle:

Yet here drooped Ariadne by a pile

Of rocks, her head downborne...

Of breath, so hopeless she—she might not heed

Though cheerly with prophetic ministrings

A flock of nymphs warm clasped her hands to lead

Her spirit lightward, that now fluttered torn

Upon dark, deadly ways...

And when in starry trine

And desire, that serves red Ares,

And take the hills, she sets him free...

We hear, further, the tune of "Hiawatha":—

Ariadne, like a statue,

Stole to please some rover's fancy...

And desire, that serves red Ares,

In her bosom sits awakened

Chained to walls which Cychry's tempered...

And an echo of the "Charge of the Light Brigade":—

White through the keep of hell rushes veiled firmers.

The combination of decasyllables and alexandrines is poetical, though great art only can place the alexandrine on a true basis.

Spenser experimented with this line in various

wound the poet of "Ariadne." But see how riotously it may run, if phrased as it must be phrased:—

Rose, blue as Cytherea's eye,

The morn on Nysa:

Seemed no thing might live forlorn

Or shade the breast with sorrow in that isle:

Yet here drooped Ariadne by a pile of rocks,

Her head downborne, her arms outflung,

As she sank sick for wings to flee that splendid

So with grieving worne,

So heavy cold in woes,

So numb the springs of breath, so hopeless she—

She might not heed though cheerly with prophetic ministrings,

A flock of nymphs warm clasped her hands to lead

her spirit lightward.

That now fluttered torn upon dark, deathly ways—

But so much is probably already too much. This is almost gable and not poetry at all. It is plain that the poet has the manner's frenzy, who oft turned

In swoon from Ocean's stare, upon his raft

Stands silent in imagined shout:

his brain

Roaring with cheers sent from no mortal craft

Over the bright blank main.

We may be accused of pedantry in this instance; yet in such an age of anarchism do we live that an accusation of inexorable judgment would almost reassure us.

The number of internal octaves in "Ariadne in Nysa" would, in fact, tire one's patience to count them; and there occur, even, blocks of them. Here is one block which, taken apart, is lyrical—but is entirely out of rhythm in this poem:—

As a bee too early lured

From sleep by sunny ray,

Bewildered flits and seeks the flowers

Still in the green immured:—

We give, for example, the next two lines, a true couplet, though internally faulty:—

And its first flight uptaken, folds its wing

And waits in drowse that is not sleep, for Spring.

Again:—

For Proserpine rules half his year,

And when in starry trine,

Orion leaps upon the north,

And hunters shine their spears

And take the hills, she sets him free:...

We h,ear, further, the tune of "Hiawatha":—

Ariadne, like a statue,

Stole to please some rover's fancy...

And desire, that serves red Ares,

In her bosom sits awakened

Chained to walls which Cychry's tempered...

And an echo of the "Charge of the Light Brigade":—

White through the keep of hell rushes veiled firmers.

The combination of decasyllables and alexandrines is poetical, though great art only can place the alexandrine on a true basis.

Spenser experimented with this line in various
combinations more or less unsuccessfully until he found the stanza of the " Faerie Queene." The "Lycidas" contains one perfect "internal" alexandrine:—

He knew Himself to sing, and build the lofty rhyme. And after this, one imperfect:—

He must not float upon his watery bier unwept...

We do not know of any other occurrence of this metre throughout the "Lycidas." The alexandrine does not naturally inter alternate with the decasyllable; it forms a noble close to a decasyllabic passage. Phrases of sixteen and six combine best with the decasyllabic phrase. Mrs. Hastings is unhappy in scarcity of sixteens. The frequency of isolated sixes and the correct technique where the phrase takes the mould of a decasyllabic passage places it outside the rank of art.

The merits of "Ariadne in Nysa" are fullness of subject, rapidity of narration, clear and bright imagery, correct metaphor, and finally, if not firstly, correct technique where the phrase takes the mould of the basic ten; but the battle of irreconcilable rhythms is a sign that I could drink to their happiness in a glass of champagne.

The Little Sweetheart.
(From the Swedish of Hans Magnus Nordahl, Translated by Leila Schlegel.)

The announcement of their engagement appeared in the papers early in spring, about the same time as the accounts of the first blue anemones,* but the trees had burst into leaf and the leaves had withered before the accounts of the first blue anemones.* The leaves fluttered among the trees in the Hamngarden like big yellow butterflies, and in the ice-clear, attenuated air their slender figures seemed as light and ethereal as though they were of different stuff from the rest of us.

We met on the empty causeway of Sturegatan: arm in arm they marched down the slope with quick, de- cided little steps, youthful and elegant both of them, with blue eyes and something newly-awakened in their looks, and a suspicion of sunburn still on their round childish cheeks.

They looked so serious and determined and impor- tant, there was something so dainty and droll about them, that it was almost impossible to keep from smiling. But I hastily hid my amusement, assumed a suitable expression, and congratulated them with great ceremony. I had known both of them for a long time, and I was right glad to see the happiness welling from their youth and health. They really were the nicest pair you could imagine, with those sparkling blue eyes of theirs, and when they burst into laughter at my imposing men, they became simply irresistible, and I seemed to feel a waft of lilies and roses in the autumn air, and I invited them to dine with me next day, so that I could drink to their happiness in a glass of champagne.

"We two to go and sit in a restaurant without a chaperone? Oh, that wouldn't do at all!" objected the girl.

What a deuced little prude! thought I again; poor Figge, his engagement must be a little purgatory. Good thing for him it's nearly ended!

We marched into the dining-room, where an alcove-table was festively spread for us, with sparkling glass and great, dull yellow chrysanthemums gorgeous in silver vases. A sensation of devotional quiet struck us. From the tables came a muffled sound as of murmured prayers; the clean-shaven waiters moved to and fro grave as priests and choir-boys, and over the white cloths the lights on long candelabra burned like altar-flames.

Solomonly, as if it were a matter of performing a reli- gious ceremony, we sat down. The little sweetheart had looked so sorrowful ever since the hasty kiss in the vestibule. She leaned over one of the giant-like heads of the chrysanthemums, and a strange yellow gleam passed over her chin and cheeks, as if the flower had mirrored in her fair, young face. And suddenly her eyes grew dark, distant, mysterious, as if she had glanced down for a second into the magnificent flower's soul.

But the champagne came, and when the drops splashed and danced from jollity within the golden circles of the glasses, the momentary unawesomeness dis- appeared at once. It was a very merry dinner: every- thing tempted us to laugh, and our laughter sounded comical and encouraging in the solemn environment. We laughed at the waiter, who served round the dishes with a stilt seriousness as though he were officiating at a communion service, and at the dark, gloomy head- waiter, who went about eyeing the guests as if he sus- pected that they intended to steal out without paying, and at the failure of the dessert which was served warm in a bowl with ice.

"Well, in a couple of months, it will be our turn to invite you to dinner," said Figge, with a real fiancé's look towards his pretty neighbour. "And that will be at our house, won't it, my little wife?" And the little wife blushed and agreed, almost drooping for breath with embarrassment. And so the dinner ended and the coffee was brought in, and we drew close the heavy, red curtains in order to be by ourselves.

* Anemone hepatica.—In Sweden the first appearance of the flower is eagerly looked forward to as a sign of spring.—L. S.
I don't remember now how it came about that we began to tell ghost stories. I don't think much of such things myself, perhaps because I have nothing to relate, and have to sit a quiet auditor. At any rate, we told ghost stories. The little sweetheart had had the opportunity during the summer of making the acquaintance of a celebrated old manor-house ghost with exceedingly curious habits; and during the childhood from which she had just emerged she had seen this, that, and the other, and into the bargain had once been present at a spiritualist séance. She was, therefore, chock-full of stories, and told them with infectious eagerness. To get the right mood, we had put out the electric light, and now the only illumination came from the little cigarette-lighter's blue and uncertain flame.

When the young lady finally stopped, a little out of breath and flushed in the face, it was Figge's turn.

"Now, Figge, you tell something," she said, and her eyes shone through the smoke's blue mist. "Well, but I really don't know anything—except ah! yes. The other night something exceedingly strange did happen to me. I lay in bed asleep when I suddenly woke up and sat straight up in bed, listening. I had evidently heard some noise in my sleep. After a bit, I heard a sound like a big newspaper being crushed together with a fearsome rustling in the next room. I got up, went out and examined the whole flat. There was nothing."

The little sweetheart was listening so eagerly, that she couldn't sit still; now she leaned forward over the table, now she threw herself back in her chair and stared fixedly at the speaker.

"Well, I went and laid down again," continued Figge, "and tried to sleep. And I had almost succeeded, when I was suddenly startled by someone knocking on the pane, hard, really hard, and several times. I made a new examination without result. I live in the second storey, as you know. Yes, it sounds strange all this, but the explanation which you shall soon hear is as simple enough," broke off Figge, turning to me. The little sweetheart had evidently heard the story before.

Her big eyes wandered from the story-teller to me, from me to the story-teller, but mostly they rested on me. She wanted something to understand, really to feel, how wonderful and terrifying it was, and she was like a little child that, hearing a fairy-tale for the hundredth time, listens with all the old suspense and shudder of horror, and is anxious that the grown-ups shall be equally impressed.

Figge, "and tried to sleep. But I had almost succeeded, when I was suddenly startled by someone knocking on the pane, hard, really hard, and several times. I made a new examination without result. I live in the second storey, as you know. Yes, it sounds strange all this, but the explanation which you shall soon hear is as simple enough," broke off Figge, turning to me. The little sweetheart had evidently heard the story before.

Her big eyes wandered from the story-teller to me, from me to the story-teller, but mostly they rested on me. She wanted something to understand, really to feel, how wonderful and terrifying it was, and she was like a little child that, hearing a fairy-tale for the hundredth time, listens with all the old suspense and shudder of horror, and is anxious that the grown-ups shall be equally impressed.

"I had now given up all thoughts of sleep," continued Figge, "and let the light burn. In a couple of minutes I heard a sound as if someone were walking back and forwards in the next room, back and forwards. And then suddenly there was a voice outside singing, a boarse, masculine voice, and I heard it as clearly as if the singer had put his mouth to the key-hole of my room, so that I should hear better."

"Now listen, just listen!" whispered the sweet-heart to me, almost as if I could.

"I was now certain that there was someone outside. I took my revolver, crept swiftly through the bedroom, and sharply pushed the door wide open."

Now the little lady's eagerness exploded.

"And you can imagine, you can just imagine my fright. I simply lay and shook!"

All at once everything became very silent. With a delicate and side-long glance, I saw how the blushes rose in the girl's face until it positively swelled.

Neither Figge nor I said anything. Indeed, what could we say?

I suspected that the waiters beyond the curtains believed that all the three of us had suddenly fallen asleep, as a result of the heavy dinner.

The cigarette-lighter's little blue flame fared up and died down as if it felt sympathy. And there we sat in darkness and silence.

And as for the explanation of the wonderful ghost story, I never got to hear it. Otherwise I should tell it, of course.

The Calumny.

By Anton Tchekov.

Translated by F. Selver.

Sergei Kapitonitch Achineyev, teacher of calligraphy, was celebrating the marriage of his daughter Natalie with Ivan Petrovitch Losshadinitch, teacher of history and geography. The wedding festivities were proceeding swarmingly. In the drawing-room people were singing, playing, and dancing. Waiters, hired out from the Club, in black frockcoats and soiled white neck-ties, were running up and down the rooms like mad. There was noise and the sound of chattering. Tarantulov, teacher of mathematics, the Frenchman Pasdequoi, and Egor Yeainitch, teacher of German, with German-Muscovite manners, seated in a row on the sofa, were relating to the guests with gusto and frequent mutual interruptions cases of living burial, and expressing their opinions concerning spiritualism. Not one of the three believed in spiritism, but they admitted that there is much in this world that human understanding cannot grasp. In the second room Dodosanski, teacher of literature, was explaining to the guests the circumstances under which a sentinel possesses the right to fire on passers-by. The conversations were, as you see, of a gruesome nature, but extremely entertaining. Through the windows in the courtyard were gazing the people who by their social position did not possess the right to enter in.

On the stroke of midnight Achineyev went down to the kitchen to see if all was ready for supper. The kitchen was filled from the floor to the ceiling with steam in which was contained the odours of roast goose, roast duck, and many other dishes. On the tables were laid out and spread in artistic disorder the hors d'oeuvres and the liquid refreshments. The cook Marfa, a red-faced woman, the bulky arrangement of whose clothing gave her the appearance of having two stomachs, was fussing round about the tables.

"Show me the sturgeon, my dear Achineyev, rubbing his hands and smacking his lips. "What a fine smell, what a lovely odour! It's enough to make anyone eat up the whole kitchen! Come along; show me the sturgeon!" Marfa went up to one of the chairs and carefully lifted up a greasy sheet of newspaper. Beneath the paper, on a huge dish, rested a large soused sturgeon, adorned with capers, olives, and carrots. Achineyev greeted the sturgeon, and uttered a sigh. His countenance gleamed, his eyes rolled round with his lips gave forth a sound like an ungreased cartwheel. He stood there a little, and then snapped his fingers with satisfaction, and once more smacked his lips.

"Ha! The sound of a fiery kiss. You're kissing someone down here, Marfusha?" came a voice from the adjacent room, and in the doorway appeared the close-cropped head of Vankin, an assistant master.

"Who've you got here? Ah, very nice! Sergei Kapitonitch. A nice old fellow; 'pon my word. Having a tête-à-tête with a lady!"

"I'm not kissing at all," replied Achineyev in embarrassment. "Who told you that, you ass? I only—hmm—smacked my lips because of your consideration of my contentment . . . at the sight of the fish. . . ."

"Get along with you!"

Vankin's face was lit up by a broad smile, and vanished behind the door. Achineyev reddened.

"Confound it all," he pandered. "Now he'll go the beastly fellow, and start telling tales. He'll fill the whole town with scandal, the miserable lout."

Achineyev took the sturgeon, and uttered a sigh. His countenance gleamed, his eyes rolled round with his lips gave forth a sound like an ungreased cartwheel. He stood there a little, and then snapped his fingers with satisfaction, and once more smacked his lips.

"Who've you got here? Ah, very nice! Sergei Kapitonitch. A nice old fellow; 'pon my word. Having a tête-à-tête with a lady!"

"I'm not kissing at all," replied Achineyev in embarrassment. "Who told you that, you ass? I only—hmm—smacked my lips because of your consideration of my contentment . . . at the sight of the fish. . . ."

"Get along with you!"

Vankin's face was lit up by a broad smile, and vanished behind the door. Achineyev reddened.

"Confound it all," he pandered. "Now he'll go the beastly fellow, and start telling tales. He'll fill the whole town with scandal, the miserable lout."

Achineyev took the sturgeon, and uttered a sigh. His countenance gleamed, his eyes rolled round with his lips gave forth a sound like an ungreased cartwheel. He stood there a little, and then snapped his fingers with satisfaction, and once more smacked his lips.

"Who've you got here? Ah, very nice! Sergei Kapitonitch. A nice old fellow; 'pon my word. Having a tête-à-tête with a lady!"

"I'm not kissing at all," replied Achineyev in embarrassment. "Who told you that, you ass? I only—hmm—smacked my lips because of your consideration of my contentment . . . at the sight of the fish. . . ."

"Get along with you!"

Vankin's face was lit up by a broad smile, and vanished behind the door. Achineyev reddened.

"Confound it all," he pandered. "Now he'll go the beastly fellow, and start telling tales. He'll fill the whole town with scandal, the miserable lout."

Achineyev took the sturgeon, and uttered a sigh. His countenance gleamed, his eyes rolled round with his lips gave forth a sound like an ungreased cartwheel. He stood there a little, and then snapped his fingers with satisfaction, and once more smacked his lips.

"Who've you got here? . . . ."

"I'm not kissing at all," replied Achineyev in embarrassment. "Who told you that, you ass? I only—hmm—smacked my lips because of your consideration of my contentment . . . at the sight of the fish. . . ."

"Get along with you!"

Vankin's face was lit up by a broad smile, and vanished behind the door. Achineyev reddened.

"Confound it all," he pandered. "Now he'll go the beastly fellow, and start telling tales. He'll fill the whole town with scandal, the miserable lout."

Achineyev took the sturgeon, and uttered a sigh. His countenance gleamed, his eyes rolled round with his lips gave forth a sound like an ungreased cartwheel. He stood there a little, and then snapped his fingers with satisfaction, and once more smacked his lips.
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they won't believe him. I'll tell all of them and that'll soon stop his devilish idiotic cackling."

Achineyev rubbed his head, and, not yet rid of his embarrassment, he went up to Pasdequoi.

"I was in the kitchen just now making arrangements about supper," he said to the Frenchman. "I know you like fish, and I've got a sturgeon, old chap. Whew! Over a yard long, it is! He, he, he! Yes, by the way, I almost forgot. Just now in the kitchen with this sturgeon—a capital joke. I just come into the kitchen and want to have a look at the food. I look at the sturgeon, and in my delight at the relish of it . . . I smack my lips. And at that very moment in comes that idiot Vankin quite suddenly and says, Ha, ha, ha—"Ah—"you are kissing down here."

With Marfa, the cook! What ideas he gets, the silly man. An ugly old creature she is, like I don't know what, and he talks about . . . kissing. The fool!"

"Who's a fool?" inquired Tarantulov, coming up.

"Why, Vankin there. I come into the kitchen . . ." The story of the sturgeon and Marfa was retailed for the second time.

"He made me laugh, the fool. Why, as for me, I'd rather kiss an old greybeard than Marfa," added Achineyev, looking up and catching sight of Mzda behind him.

"We're talking about Vankin," said he to him. "A silly ass. He comes into the kitchen and sees me next to Marfa, and thinks all kinds of stupid things, if you please! 'Who are you kissing?' he says. Must have been drunk, seeing visions. Why, as I say, I'd rather kiss a turkey than Marfa. And I've got a wife of my own. What a fool. He did make me laugh!"

"Who made you laugh?" inquired the reverend teacher of religion, coming up to Achineyev.

"Vankin. I was standing in the kitchen, you know, and looking at the sturgeon." And so on.

After about half-an-hour all the guests knew the story of the sturgeon and Vankin.

"Let him say what he likes now," thought Achineyev, rubbing his hands. "Let him! He'll start talking, and they'll say to him like a shot, 'Dry up, you ass; keep your silly mouth shut. We know all about that!'"

And Achineyev was so relieved that in his joy he drank four glasses extra. After supper he accompanied the young couple to their apartment, and then betook himself to his own room, slept like an innocent babe, and on the next day he thought no more about the affair with the sturgeon. But, alas . . .

The Anti-Irish Irishman.
By Hugh Hankin.

From Polar seas to torrid climes,
Where'er the trace of man is found,
What common feeling marks our kind,
And sanctifies each spot of ground?
What virtue in the human heart
The proudest tribute can command?
The purest, dearest, holiest, best,
The lasting love of motherland!

Then who's the wretch that basely spurs
The ties of country, kindred, friends—
That bars every nobler aim
For sordid views—for private ends
One slave alone on earth thou'lt find
Through nature's universal span,
So lost to virtue, dead to shame—
The anti-Irish Irishman.

Our fields are fertile, rich our floods,
Our mountains bold, majestic, grand;
Our air is balm, and every breeze
Wings health around our native land.
But who despises all our charms,
And mocks her gifts whene'er he can?
Why, he, the Norman's sneaking slave,
The anti-Irish Irishman.

The Norman—spawn of fraud and guile—
Ambitious sought our peaceful shore,
And, leagued with native guilt, despoiled
And deluged Erin's fields with gore!
Who gave the foeman footing here?
What wretch unholy led her van?
The prototype of modern slave,
The anti-Irish Irishman.

For ages rapine ruled our plains
And slaughter raised his "red right hand,"
And virgins shrieked, and roof-trees blazed,
And desolation swept the land;
And who would not those ills arrest,
Or aid the patriotic plan
To burst his country's galling chains?
The anti-Irish Irishman.

But now, too, great for letters grown,
Too proud to bend a slavish knee,
Loved Erin mocks the tyrant's thrall
And firmly vows she shall be free.
But mark you treacherous, stealthy knave,
That bends beneath his country's ban!
Let infamy eternal brand
That anti-Irish Irishman!
Views and Reviews.

Whatever may be their literary value, the spiritual value of confessions is nil. If they are true, they are only the expressed egotism of the criminal; if they are untrue, they need no further description. It is difficult for them to be true, in any precise sense of the word, if they are, as Mr. Benson's are supposed to be, of a spiritual nature; for the spirit lies beyond consciousness, and is false, if delineated when represented in its formula. If the attempt is made so to represent it, "achievement lacks a gracious somewhat," as Browning not too gracefully phrased it. "O'er-importuned brows browl the mandate, carelessness or consciousness, this gesture." When a man like Mr. Benson, who is Christian to brevity, glories of such an one; and to carry the residual egotism of the criminal; if they are, as Mr. Benson's are supposed to be, of a spiritual nature, the gesture. Benson, like St. Paul, but without his blessedness. For if that man who was caught up into Paradise "heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter," Mr. Benson's pedestrian attempt to describe his vision of God is parodisaical. For we find that Mr. Benson, like St. Paul, but without his blessedness, glories of such an one; and to carry the residuum of the criminal, if they are true, in any precise sense of the word, they are the expressed egotism of the criminal; if they are untrue, they need no further description. It is difficult for them to be true, in any precise sense of the word, if they are, as Mr. Benson's are supposed to be, of a spiritual nature; for the spirit lies beyond consciousness, and is false, if delineated when represented in its formula. If the attempt is made so to represent it, "achievement lacks a gracious somewhat," as Browning not too gracefully phrased it. "O'er-importuned brows browl the mandate, carelessness or consciousness, this gesture." When a man like Mr. Benson, who is Christian to a cliche, attempts the task, one would smile if the performance were not so blasphemous. For if that man who was caught up into Paradise "heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter," Mr. Benson's attempt to describe his vision of God is parodisaical. For we find that Mr. Benson, like St. Paul, but without his blessedness, glories of such an one; and to carry the residuum of the criminal, if they are true, in any precise sense of the word, they are the expressed egotism of the criminal; if they are, as Mr. Benson's are supposed to be, of a spiritual nature, the gesture. Benson, like St. Paul, but without his blessedness. For if that man who was caught up into Paradise "heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter," Mr. Benson's pedestrian attempt to describe his vision of God is parodisaical. For we find that Mr. Benson, like St. Paul, but without his blessedness, glories of such an one; and to carry the residuum of the criminal, if they are true, in any precise sense of the word, they are the expressed egotism of the criminal; if they are, as Mr. Benson's are supposed to be, of a spiritual nature, the gesture. Benson, like St. Paul, but without his blessedness.

Mr. Benson, it is to be supposed, did similarly at a period approximating to pulpit, with a priesthood of similar results; for he says, "It is not too much, then, to say that my illness revealed to me the existence of the soul, an essence profound, imperishable, divine, something wholly apart from the physical life, the intellectual life, and even the moral life. It may be said that I ought to have discovered this before, brought up in religious belief as I had been, fond of speculating about the problems of existence, an intellectualist, believing myself interested, in all that concerned the infinite. But it had escaped me for all that." This would be really a serious confession if it were not already common knowledge that the last thing a Christian learns is Christianity. But the minds of men whom it writes doubtless be consigned to learn that, having found the kingdom of God, all the other things are being added unto him.

But if Satan really did say of the human race, as Byron declares he did, "I think few worth damnation save their kings," one may be pardoned for wondering whether Mr. Benson was worth saving from the suicide that he was prevented from seriously considering by his early training. Apart from the peace and plenty that have come to him, and pass all Mr. Benson's understanding, we have to consider his new outlook on life. Of course, we have to understand that Mr. Benson does not write now for fame, or the delight of the artist in his power, or for any other worldly object. "I now write," he says, "for the comfort of others, and not for my own delight, except the natural delight of the wayfarer in his escape from the whirlpool, and the monsters of the deep, and the beguiling goddess of the land." There is a hint even here of literary abandon, which Mr. Benson would do well to check: the uncinctured Venus is not the best viaticum for a saint. But apart from this access of humility, he has discovered that life is in need of transformation. The Valley of the Shadow of Death seems to lead to different conclusions, for soldiers, who also have walked through it, are all in favour of preserving Christianity by the use of standing armies and floating navies. But Mr. Benson has also discovered that the poor are really pleased with their poverty, that it is less irksome for them to suffer it than it is for him to witness it. He does not, therefore, have the talent for ministering to the poor, that they prefer not his artistic, intellectual, mystical presence, but the typical Poor Law or Charity Organisation Society official. It is to be presumed, though, that his new-found sense of sympathy with his fellows will prompt him to subscribe to a charitable agency from that mysteriously increased revenue. Above all, the education that the poor need is education in the dignity and nobility and spirituality of labour.

Beyond that, there are no more revelations. The glory of God has faded into the ghost of social reform, with due regard to the blessings that attach to the poor in being allowed to do the work of the world. After such a conclusion, we can only accord to Mr. Benson's request, and join with him in saying the Twenty-Third Psalm.

A. E. R.

"I did renounce the world, its pride and greed, Palace, farm, villa, shop, and banking-house. Trash such as this is too gracefully phrased it. "Thy Rod and Thy Staff." By A. C. Benson. (Smith, Elder & Co.)
The Prevention of Insanity.*

By Alfred E. Randall.

The prevention of insanity raises the question of the relative importance of the psychopathic disposition as compared with the exciting causes of the disease. If, as most alienists agree, heredity is the most frequent and most potent predisposing cause, it ought to be possible to stop the spread of insanity by preventing the propagation of insane people. But Dr. Hollander speaks with two voices on this subject. In the second article of this series, he said, "... the greater part of feeble-mindedness, insanity, and criminality could be eliminated by segregation in one generation." But he tells us somewhere in his new book that, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, of every thousand persons born five were hanged, yet crime did not decrease. The elimination of the socially unfit must have been accomplished before the brain of the person was formed, at least not in the less of life, and, on the other hand, so intensifying the conditions of life for the intelligent people that insanity is becoming more frequent and spreading more rapidly than ever before. Economic instability is, as we all know, the chief subject of worry; and worry is, as Dr. Saleeby said and Dr. Hollander agrees, the disease of the age. The supposition that worry, and all that it implies, can be eliminated by diminishing the workmen's hours is absurd when we remember that the chief subject of worry remains undiminished in intensity and practically unrestricted in incidence. We have mistaken comfort for civilization and discontent for progress; so that consequence that we have secured neither, but have increased our susceptibility to one of the most devastating and degrading diseases known to pathology.

There is more hope, as a preventive measure, of the mental discipline proposed by Dr. Hollander. Certainly, the whole system of elementary education, with its machine-like purveying of tabulated facts, is in no real sense a mental training. From the mental specialist we learn that no good can come from the attempt to overcome individual reproducibility by education, if it does not mean the actual training of faculties, is nothing but an injury inflicted on the infant. Education not only of the special faculties of the mind, but of the desirable qualities of character, and the acquiring of self-control, is, in Dr. Hollander's opinion, among the most important means of prevention; more particularly if they are accompanied or followed by an intelligent choice of occupation. "A man always runs more risk," he says, "if he spends his life doing uncongenial work, especially if he has an innate craving for something else." But the choice of occupation is almost impossible to the mass of people, who are subject to the most intense economic pressure, without any alternative to labouring for another.

Dr. Hollander does not realize, however, he is indicting the whole evolution of industrial production. "It is among the industrial classes," he says, "especially in the lower grades, that insanity is most frequent, probably on account of their poverty, uncertainty of employment, less sanitary life, more risk, and less of life, and, on the other hand, so intensifying the conditions of life for the intelligent people that insanity is becoming more frequent and spreading more rapidly than ever before. Economic instability is, as we all know, the chief subject of worry; and worry is, as Dr. Saleeby said and Dr. Hollander agrees, the disease of the age. The supposition that worry, and all that it implies, can be eliminated by diminishing the workmen's hours is absurd when we remember that the chief subject of worry remains undiminished in intensity and practically unrestricted in incidence. We have mistaken comfort for civilization and discontent for progress; so that consequence that we have secured neither, but have increased our susceptibility to one of the most devastating and degrading diseases known to pathology.

There is more hope, as a preventive measure, of the mental discipline proposed by Dr. Hollander. Certainly, the whole system of elementary education, with its machine-like purveying of tabulated facts, is in no real sense a mental training. From the mental specialist we learn that no good can come from the attempt to overcome individual reproducibility by education, if it does not mean the actual training of faculties, is nothing but an injury inflicted on the infant. Education not only of the special faculties of the mind, but of the desirable qualities of character, and the acquiring of self-control, is, in Dr. Hollander's opinion, among the most important means of prevention; more particularly if they are accompanied or followed by an intelligent choice of occupation. "A man always runs more risk," he says, "if he spends his life doing uncongenial work, especially if he has an innate craving for something else." But the choice of occupation is almost impossible to the mass of people, who are subject to the most intense economic pressure, without any alternative to labouring for another.

Dr. Hollander does not realize, however, he is indicting the whole evolution of industrial production. "It is among the industrial classes," he says, "especially in the lower grades, that insanity is most frequent, probably on account of their poverty, uncertainty of employment, less sanitary life, more risk, and less of life, and, on the other hand, so intensifying the conditions of life for the intelligent people that insanity is becoming more frequent and spreading more rapidly than ever before. Economic instability is, as we all know, the chief subject of worry; and worry is, as Dr. Saleeby said and Dr. Hollander agrees, the disease of the age. The supposition that worry, and all that it implies, can be eliminated by diminishing the workmen's hours is absurd when we remember that the chief subject of worry remains undiminished in intensity and practically unrestricted in incidence. We have mistaken comfort for civilization and discontent for progress; so that consequence that we have secured neither, but have increased our susceptibility to one of the most devastating and degrading diseases known to pathology.

There is more hope, as a preventive measure, of the mental discipline proposed by Dr. Hollander. Certainly, the whole system of elementary education, with its machine-like purveying of tabulated facts, is in no real sense a mental training. From the mental specialist we learn that no good can come from the attempt to overcome individual reproducibility by education, if it does not mean the actual training of faculties, is nothing but an injury inflicted on the infant. Education not only of the special faculties of the mind, but of the desirable qualities of character, and the acquiring of self-control, is, in Dr. Hollander's opinion, among the most important means of prevention; more particularly if they are accompanied or followed by an intelligent choice of occupation. "A man always runs more risk," he says, "if he spends his life doing uncongenial work, especially if he has an innate craving for something else." But the choice of occupation is almost impossible to the mass of people, who are subject to the most intense economic pressure, without any alternative to labouring for another.

Dr. Hollander does not realize, however, he is indicting the whole evolution of industrial production. "It is among the industrial classes," he says, "especially in the lower grades, that insanity is most frequent, probably on account of their poverty, uncertainty of employment, less sanitary life, more risk, and less of life, and, on the other hand, so intensifying the conditions of life for the intelligent people that insanity is becoming more frequent and spreading more rapidly than ever before. Economic instability is, as we all know, the chief subject of worry; and worry is, as Dr. Saleeby said and Dr. Hollander agrees, the disease of the age. The supposition that worry, and all that it implies, can be eliminated by diminishing the workmen's hours is absurd when we remember that the chief subject of worry remains undiminished in intensity and practically unrestricted in incidence. We have mistaken comfort for civilization and discontent for progress; so that consequence that we have secured neither, but have increased our susceptibility to one of the most devastating and degrading diseases known to pathology.

There is more hope, as a preventive measure, of the mental discipline proposed by Dr. Hollander. Certainly, the whole system of elementary education, with its machine-like purveying of tabulated facts, is in no real sense a mental training. From the mental specialist we learn that no good can come from the attempt to overcome individual reproducibility by education, if it does not mean the actual training of faculties, is nothing but an injury inflicted on the infant. Education not only of the special faculties of the mind, but of the desirable qualities of character, and the acquiring of self-control, is, in Dr. Hollander's opinion, among the most important means of prevention; more particularly if they are accompanied or followed by an intelligent choice of occupation. "A man always runs more risk," he says, "if he spends his life doing uncongenial work, especially if he has an innate craving for something else." But the choice of occupation is almost impossible to the mass of people, who are subject to the most intense economic pressure, without any alternative to labouring for another.
the present system penalises morality in the economic struggle; and all those mental and spiritual gifts that Dr. Hollander is obliged to combat in his professional practice are the ones that ensure the success of the few, and the corresponding virtues ensure the servitude of the many.

REVIEWS.

Modern Science and the Illusions of Professor Bergson. By Hugh S. R. Elliott. (Longmans and Co. 8s. net.)

If this is the official reply to Bergson from the camp of the scientists, it cannot be too strongly recommended to the philosopher who has suffered much damage. It would have been possible to write a very strong scientific rejoinder to Bergson, covering a volume even larger than this as it is. Mr. Elliott has been content to devote two chapters, or about 90 pages, to Bergson's philosophy, and the remainder of the book, comprising 245 pages, he gives up to a kind of historical survey of philosophy through the ages. Even if the two chapters on the Bergsonian "Weltanschauung" had consisted of a close and careful argument directed against Bergson's weakest points, alone, against his use of science, something of value would have been achieved; as it is, Mr. Elliott's 90 pages are interspersed with a host of slogans which have little to do with the purely scientific attack, and in almost all of these he shows himself as the inferior and not the superior of Bergson. For instance, on page 60, Mr. Elliott, discussing Bergson's contention that intuition and intellect, working together, arrive at a deeper insight into the phenomenon of life than intellect alone, argues as follows:—"Take the sciences which deal with life—biology and psychology. The more we understand of the processes of life the more we understand of the facts, and the more we understand of the facts the more we understand of the life. It is then seen that Bergson's statement is so obvious that it would seem quite impossible to take exception to it; but Mr. Elliott's go pages are interspersed with the most serviceable ladder towards grace. Forty-six would be read. As a nightmare it is excellent. The lion-hearted martinet of a captain, the converted anarchist, Zirilli, ground by the machine into a soldier, the bestial Rapagnotti, the scheming Bedouin chief, Djaraf, live with the life of unreal, yet fascinating, figures in a dream. We hate, but cannot forget them.

The New Gardening. By W. P. Wright. (Grant-Richards.)

A guide to the most recent developments in the culture of flowers, fruit, and vegetables. Mr. Wright confesses to having made an endeavour "to impart a literary flavour to the chapters without impeding the practical movement." But the literary flavour is much better than that sentence seems to promise. Mr. Wright has a very entertaining and natural way of taking the reader through his own experience and the reader is not left hanging. "I have read a great deal about the formal garden," he says; "and a great deal more (for it is a very wordy thing) about the 'natural' garden." Again: "Odds and ends of travel-talk, and a six days' personally conducted. tour transformed into a hitherto hopeless person into a fierce and uncompromising Alpine gardener." This flavour, if not the literary miracle of such gardeners as grew in Temple's time, is most refreshing after one has read some dozens or so of those modern gardening books which servilily beg the honour of teaching you a little about your hobby. Mr. Wright, like that old "jobber" of yours, who turns up forty spuds to your four miserable marbles, will prove your best friend next year if you have patience and really love the plant and not merely the flower or the fruit. There is here a valuable dictionary of flowering plants, with instructions about when and where to sow. All branches of the art are discussed, and the amateur may learn what to do with an ugly wall, a pool, a tangle in the hedge, a scrubby shrubbery, or an old mound. The orchard and kitchen-garden come in for especial attention. But the best thing about the book is that it tells one considerately and with benevolent detail how to make the most of things as one happens to have them. The reader is nowhere gouged into extravaganz. The six illustrations in colour are no more ruinous to hope than a glimpse of gardeners' Paradise might be; they inspire an ideal, the most serviceable ladder towards grace. Forty-six photographs complete a handsome volume.

Buried Alive. By Arnold Bennett. (Methuen. 6s.)

A reprint of Mr. Bennett's extravaganza on the theme of the Druce mystery.
Art.

White Roses at the Stafford and the Carfax Galleries.

By Anthony M. Ludovici.

ONLY the other day a certain painter said to me, "Why, Mr. Ludovici, don't you see the young men, the rising generation of painters?" Taking the term "write up" to mean praise, acclaim, or embrace, it must be pretty obvious why I, at least, refrain from doing any such thing. It is not pleasant to be perpetually cursing and anathematising. The "nay" attitude to all things is enervating, tiring, and, I believe, thoroughly unhealthy. If one has any darns to utter it is even better to shout them back along the corridor of life than to shout them forward. And yet, if one were at all fastidious nowadays where would one's darns end and one's curses cease? I cannot expatiate for two columns, as some critics can, upon a picture as a thing in itself, divorced from all its various relations. A picture to my mind is a symptom. It is difficult to help speaking in this medical manner, because to-day every critic must be more or less of a pathologist. He who at present can be a critic without being a pathologist is a lucky but ignorant man.

Well, then, if one is a pathologist, a picture is very much more than a good or bad page of colour, or a good or bad decorative scheme; just as a poem is very much more than a good or bad effort in the art of prose. The work of art is a voice crying somewhere with pain of or with desire or loathing. What is the pain or pleasure about? What is the desire or loathing about? These are the questions which immediately occur to me. To dwell merely on the timbre and tone of the voice would be to regard the voice as otherwise meaningless.

To-morrow or the day after at the latest there will be only two kinds of people in the world—sick men and their medical attendants. At about the same time the world of art will be divided into two classes, invalids and those pathological experts, the critics. Who comes into contact with real health to-day? Who expects it? What, then, would be the use of "writing up" younger men? Because the malignant growth is still young, because as yet it looks only like a pimple, must one praise it as a benign pimple?

But perhaps this is going too far. Maybe it is a little too hopeless. In any case, though, even if other critics hold back, I don't mind confessing quite openly that the art-critic's duties nowadays seem to me utterly and completely useless as practical pathology, unless some greater pathologist first discovers what is wrong with life itself. Do you see any meaning?

You remember that picture in "Alice in Wonderland" where cards five, two, and seven are painting the Queen of Heart's white roses red? Now it seems to me that, however honest and painstaking he may be, this is precisely all that the art-critic could hope to do to-day. We can but patch art or fake it up. But it is simply foolish to do that, because if you want some other roses than a white rose, the thing is to seek another root, another tree.

Art is the root of life; you object to the bloom it is so no use connecting that alone; you must correct the root. That is the only reasonable thing to do. But to correct the root is a much mightier task than to fake up the bloom. The task of correcting the root belongs to the artist and gardener (the artist legislating in societies). Any art-critic who in year out year merely goes on like those cards in "Alice in Wonderland" painting white roses red is only fit for a nonsense book or a nonsense world.

What, then, ought he to do? It is clear that he ought to lay down his pen and cease from cursing individuals who are only victims of a system, and, as a minor pathologist employed by society to find out what is wrong, he ought to write his report and send it up to a higher pathologist, a pathologist not of art, but of life; in order that the evil, if evil there be, should be remedied at its source, at its root.

Has any art-critic done this? I have done it, for one. You can well understand that I naturally try to avoid as much as possible that abuse and condenmation of individuals which art-critic at the present day would really require; because I believe that these individuals, like myself, are victims of a system and which comprehends and comprises not only their art but also themselves and me. That is why I am loth to "write up" the younger generation. If I do so with any indignation at all, as for instance, in my article on the Futurists at the Sackville Gallery, it is because I was in the opinion not only roses of the wrong colour, but actually withered, blighted and rotten specimens which could be cut off straight away without demur. In cases of dire need, amputation, even on a sick plant, can be proceeded with unhesitatingly.

We are all growing on a particular social tree whose art, i.e., whose blooms, are the inevitable outcome of this tree's nature. They are not all necessarily hopelessly sick, withered or blighted blooms like the Futurists, you understand; but they are, in my opinion, simply wrong and in keeping with the plant on which they grow. Must I then fulminate against these wrong blooms because they are the inevitable outcome of the tree from which I myself may have sprung? Can I do so. I am often tempted to do so. But cui bono? The real evil lies deeper. I have already sent in my protest against this deeper evil.

Albeit, sometimes, here and there, I see a trace of the right colour. It is the capacity of waiting and garnering until a great majority of painters to suppose for one instant that at present they are men or women who have a deep faith in themselves. How could they have? Why, then, should I try to disabuse them of an illusion they do not cherish?

At the Stafford Galleries I recognise a good deal of minor talent, which it seems to me would be better employed in designing chintzes and cretonnes than in painting pictures; for the arts of most of those artists are profitless and those great riches which, to my mind, are essential to a creative work in the fine arts. I see nothing of that capacity of waiting and garnering until a great day comes, when with restraint and vigour, all that has been pent up in a man's spirit at last finds expression. It is only then that one can with decency frame one's work and thus concentrate attention upon it.

Thus, very often, I feel not only that the blooms are wrong; but also, that if our society, if our culture, had been in a proper condition, many of them would never have grown at all. The mediocre life behind them would have been employed in more suitable, more modest, and therefore much less assailable work. This, I cannot help feeling, applies not only to the Stafford and the Carfax, but also to the Futurists, you understand. I do not mean to say that any of these artists, who are exhibiting at the Stafford and the Carfax are actually prepared to uphold the proposition that they are right. I am much too familiar with the majority of painters to suppose for one instant that at present they are men or women who have a deep faith in themselves. How could they have? Why, then, should I try to disabuse them of an illusion they do not cherish?

At the Stafford Galleries I recognise a good deal of minor talent, which it seems to me would be better employed in designing chintzes and cretonnes than in painting pictures; for the arts of most of those artists are profitless and those great riches which, to my mind, are essential to a creative work in the fine arts. I see nothing of that capacity of waiting and garnering until a great day comes, when with restraint and vigour, all that has been pent up in a man's spirit at last finds expression. It is only then that one can with decency frame one's work and thus concentrate attention upon it.

Thus, very often, I feel not only that the blooms are wrong; but also, that if our society, if our culture, had been in a proper condition, many of them would never have grown at all. The mediocre life behind them would have been employed in more suitable, more modest, and therefore much less assailable work. This, I cannot help feeling, applies not only to the Stafford and the Carfax, but also to the Futurists, you understand. I do not mean to say that any of these artists, who are exhibiting at the Stafford and the Carfax are actually prepared to uphold the proposition that they are right. I am much too familiar with the majority of painters to suppose for one instant that at present they are men or women who have a deep faith in themselves. How could they have? Why, then, should I try to disabuse them of an illusion they do not cherish?

At the Stafford Galleries I recognise a good deal of minor talent, which it seems to me would be better employed in designing chintzes and cretonnes than in painting pictures; for the arts of most of those artists are profitless and those great riches which, to my mind, are essential to a creative work in the fine arts. I see nothing of that capacity of waiting and garnering until a great day comes, when with restraint and vigour, all that has been pent up in a man's spirit at last finds expression. It is only then that one can with decency frame one's work and thus concentrate attention upon it.

Thus, very often, I feel not only that the blooms are wrong; but also, that if our society, if our culture, had been in a proper condition, many of them would never have grown at all. The mediocre life behind them would have been employed in more suitable, more modest, and therefore much less assailable work. This, I cannot help feeling, applies not only to the Stafford and the Carfax, but also to the Futurists, you understand. I do not mean to say that any of these artists, who are exhibiting at the Stafford and the Carfax are actually prepared to uphold the proposition that they are right. I am much too familiar with the majority of painters to suppose for one instant that at present they are men or women who have a deep faith in themselves. How could they have? Why, then, should I try to disabuse them of an illusion they do not cherish?
Pastiche.

LITTLE POEMS IN PROSE.

BY CHARLES BAUDELAIRE.

WHICH IS TRUE.

Once I had for a friend a beautiful lady called Benedicta, who filled the atmosphere with the ideal, and from whose eyes streamed forth the desire of greatness, of beauty, of glory, of all that makes men believe in immortality.

But this miraculous child was too beautiful to live long; she died only a few days after I had come to know her. And one day, when Spring was swinging her censer over the graveyards, I buried her with my own hands.

With my own hands I buried her, shut down tightly in a coffin of wood, perfumed and incorruptible like an Indian casket. As my eyes searched the face of the place where I had laid up my treasure I beheld suddenly a little person, strange with the strangeness of one dead, who stamped on the fresh earth with the grotesque violence of hysteria, and said, shrieking with laughter: "Look at me! I am the real Benedicta! A pretty sort of wench I am! As a reward for your folly you must love me just as I am!"

And to make my delirium the stronger I stamped on the ground so violently with my foot that my leg sank to the knee in the earth of the newly-made grave. Now, like a wolf in a trap, I remain fastened, for ever it may be, in the grave of the ideal.

Translated by Hester Brayne.

THE ILLEGAL LAWYER.

The twisted lips, the long and narrow jowl
Heavily pendant make the perfect scowl,
While the ironic thunders of his brogue
Could make e'en innocence appear a rogue—
As gaunt there looms this adroit advocate
Law's melodrama to manipulate.

With all his grim, gruff humour's racy fashion
And ready taps of hot forensic passion.
But now all his practice clean forgot
While megrim presses on his brain's weak spot,
And round and round that whirling orange swerves,
One blood-red poisoned ball of spleen and nerves.
One mass of disgusting madness whence there leak
The pestilential humours of his clique
(The woe, whose fault that his divinity is right
For all its petty quibbles to fight,
Is quite as genuinely altruist
As Dervish, Jesuit, Thug or Anarchist,
Quite honestly invoking God Himself
Kindly to save their preferential pelf,
The God of just rewards for worthless toils,
The God of Tammam's, the God of spoils,
And backing up clear Providence's will
With human bluff of speech and pomp of drill,
Lest heathen Catholics should try to rob
The twisted lips, the long and narrow jowl
And the power of arresting suspected persons without the presence of any warrant whatsoever. The prison system, too, we have reason for despising and condemning, but our only anxiety is lest those victims, inhuman, brutal foes of the eternal sanctity of pure womanhood, who desert their wives should escape their just punishment of a life sentence to jail in this world and the next. We will now make our usual quotations from Gladstone's speeches, draw our familiar conclusions, and make our customary appeal for funds to the poor, persecuted, downtrodden women of this country.

CAMPAIGN THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.

BRANCH REPORTS.

Money urgently needed. Sale of paper must be pushed, money... money... Collection realised... Profits from shops... From selling paper, £... Money... money... money... money.

OUR WEEKLY CARTOON.

[The cartoonist finds it so difficult to distinguish between the features of Messrs. Asquith, Redmond, George, and Isaacs, that it would be too cruel to examine himself to do."

Question 1.—Is it not true that men, and not women, have been responsible for all the greater achievement in politics, painting, literature, music, drama, and football?

Answer.—Because any male interrupter denying your statement to this effect would be giving the lie direct to a lady—a thing no decent-minded man would bring upon himself to do.

Question 2.—In the first place, what decent man would dare to say this of a lady? In any case, it can be and has been proved that the opposite is really the case.

Answer.—Because of the strait and narrow limits of his mentality.

LEADING ARTICLE.

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER.

The more we have to do with politics the more we see how degraded it is, how corrupt, how faithless, how illogical, how all that we find quite impossible to state in words. Apparently the only justification our leading statesmen have for their presence in the political arena is the amount of gained plums to be surreptitiously passed on to their supporters and backers. But women want some pickings, too! Why should they not be included? Well, it is true that a few sops have been given to the Suffragettes in the shape of fat lucrative appointments on commissions and councils, but can any honest observer deny that women with their wonderful wisdom, integrity and self-denial, as witness Mrs. Pankhurst's noble paroxysms of terror when Mrs. Pethick Lawrence was forcibly fed in Holloway, would not have found many great Arch-loyalists to treat a very, very soft job for some of their trailer and weaker sisters? Now, we have suffered much from the political system of this country and we want to share in the plunder. That is the deathless spirit that animates this noble army of martyrs, true unto death and still living on after it! We have cause, too, to hate and distrust the brutality of a police drawn from the lowest class in the country, but yet with our noted magnanimity, forbearance, common sense, and good will, we are determined to grant them the privilege and the power of arresting suspected persons without the possession of any warrant whatsoever. The prison system, too, we have reason for despising and condemning, but our only anxiety is lest those victims, inhuman, brutal foes of the eternal sanctity of pure womanhood, who desert their wives should escape their just punishment of a life sentence to jail in this world and the next. We will now make our usual quotations from Gladstone's speeches, draw our familiar conclusions, and make our customary appeal for funds to the poor, persecuted, downtrodden women of this country.

REPORT.

Mrs. Pethick Lawrence to Mrs. Pankhurst in Holloway, being spring-time:

"There's a thrill and a thrill in the air, my friend, And a thrill and a thrill in the air."

Mrs. Pankhurst's reply to it, being lunch-time:

"There's a grill and a grill in the air, my friend, And a grill and a grill in the air..."

Our usual quota of cheery good will, we are determined to grant them the privilege and the power of arresting suspected persons without the possession of any warrant whatsoever.

The prison system, too, we have reason for despising and condemning, but our only anxiety is lest those victims, inhuman, brutal foes of the eternal sanctity of pure womanhood, who desert their wives should escape their just punishment of a life sentence to jail in this world and the next. We will now make our usual quotations from Gladstone's speeches, draw our familiar conclusions, and make our customary appeal for funds to the poor, persecuted, downtrodden women of this country.

XXV.—"VOTES FOR WOMEN."
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

THE MINIMUM WAGE.

Sir,—In your issue of last week you said that if the fixing of a minimum wage did not reduce profits the position relatively of the wage earner would be unimproved. There is, however, one subtle result of the legal fixing of a minimum wage which is liable to be overlooked which is of some interest.

The process of fixing the minimum wage draws all the employers into the same vise, and forces them to the necessity of being on their guard, and so cheques the general tendency to be extravagant on their behalf by their representatives on the Wages Board. Economical business methods thus receive far greater consideration. If the trade would than would otherwise have been thought of, the conclusion arrived at by the committee was that it is distributed amongst all the employers both by their trade papers and by means of the Employers' Association. In any one number of employers who make up for their business incapacity by paying a very low wage. When they are faced by the necessity of raising their wages to a legal minimum they are forced to improve the organisation of their business or be outstripped in the competitive struggle. Hence much waste is avoided, and this provides a source out of which wages can be increased.

J. A. HEATON.

* * *

"IN VINDICATION OF COMPETITION."

Sir,—Perhaps you will permit an anti-Socialist to point out to your correspondent, Mr. Whitehouse, that the obvious advantage of the "system" of competing milkmen over the nationalised Post Office freedom of choice on the part of the consumer and the incentive to invention offered by the former. I admit that there is over-competition, not of industry, but of the week. I admit that we are exorbitant in the amount of State interference and with the medium of exchange. But if Mr. Whitehouse would take the trouble to inquire of the housewives in his road how they deal with milkmen Jones instead of Brown he would receive from a goodly portion of them the reply that "Brown's milk did not do so well as Jones' milk." He would find that only a few would buy from Jones because he "saw Brown ill-treating his horse the other day," or "I saw Brown ill-treating his horse the other day;" moreover, even those whose sole reason for dealing with Jones is that he begets their cream will be able to tell Mr. Whitehouse of their certainty that Jones is only kept up to the mark in quality of milk and civility because he knows that his customers are not to deal with Brown if they so choose. But even though many milkmen are "wasting" their time in competition, slowly, without fuss or political agitation, the Browns are being weeded out in favour of the Joneses who supply the community's needs.

On the other hand, it is perfectly futile to adudge the Post Office an example of economical organisation, because this institution is protected from competition by the Postmaster-General's monopoly. There are continual grumblings at "Post Office stupidity" and continual complaints regarding Post Office methods. We know that where the public has the opportunity of testing competing methods of the parcel service, the superiority of the Post Office is by no means so marked. But "Papa State" has decreed that no one shall be allowed to endeavour to improve on Post Office letter distribution methods. We might have been for many years already sending letters to the ends of the earth for a penny and sending them inland for a farthing. We might be able to deal with firms who would compensate us for lost time in a charge than 2d. per letter. But no: we are exhorted to cherish the "simple childlike faith" that Mr. Samuel's system (oh yes, an organised system, I admit) is the best possible.

Henry MEULEN.

WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE.

Sir,—Before this letter can reach you I have little doubt that you will have received many comments, both hostile and approving, on your criticism of the woman movement. I venture to admit, however, that in vain for someone able than myself to attempt to challenge your explanation of the phenomena of feminisation. I am aware of many critics with the "Notes of the Week" for illumination on the tendencies of the age, and I do not hesitate to confess that you can throw more light even upon this question that I, as far as I can see, I do not add to your (often wholly justifiable) criticism of the aims and methods of suffragists, so clear an exposition of the meaning and the objective of the woman movement as you are doing in the case of Socialism. I am ungrateful for your perception that "the mystical idea of the emancipation of woman is not unlike the mystical idea of the transfiguration of man into superman." But in the case of man it reduces profits the position relatively of the wage earner would be unimproved. In the case of man it is hindered by external social conditions, the removal of which is the object of Socialism. I contend that the same holds good, if only to a much lesser extent, if the woman movement has an economic root, little as its leaders appear to grasp economic questions.

Let me at once admit the truth of all that you say regarding women: their economic dependence on their husbands (legal or other), and the consequent degradation of the love relation. This is the very object that Lord Cowdray with Miss Annie Kenney (the latter a potential wife), because it does not matter whether the "keep" of a wife consists of dividend of £1 for a season of two scanty meals a day; as long as she only receives it at her husband's pleasure she is economically subject to him. No doubt the hard problems of the wife's keep or the household labour, which usually performs in return for it, forms part of our industrial system. They are survival of the economic relations. Whether or no you are right in saying that there is "no real analogy between the movement for the emancipation of women and the movement for the emancipation of economic slaves," there can be no doubt that the analogy is much closer between the former and the movement for the emancipation of human slavery. Wherever slave labour was not used for profit,—i.e., as part of a commercial system,—the life of the slave was comparatively easy and pleasant, and in many cases luxurious.

I venture to think that if the men wage slaves of today were offered the alternative of a return to chattel slavery which, at the same time, provided them with a certain social standing (such as marriage gives a woman) and the satisfaction of their sexual instincts, the majority would be found willing to sell themselves. No further explanation is necessary of the readiness of women wage slaves to "escape into marriage." They will be set free, like the American negroes, against their will.

It thus appears that the underlying aim of the woman movement is not (any more than it was the aim of the Abolitionists) or the complete emancipation of women, but the bringing of women into the industrial system. Small wonder that Socialists look on it with suspicion, for it is not necessarily the greater weapons for Socialism. Its work will not be complete until all women not employed in other industries are paid domestic workers or paid mothers. It will then be possible to organise those industries, and it will further be almost impossible to binkle the fact that every woman who accepts keep, gifts, or pay from a man in return for sexual favours is (1) commercialising the sex relation, and (2) making profit out of a commercial monopoly. At present the huge army of dependent married women is a dead weight on the progress of industrial organisation. I do not claim that many women recognise these facts. Too many still believe in the possibility of economic freedom under present conditions, but the desire to arrive at the truth.

Th, like the Labour Party, they have fallen into the error of seeking their end by political action and social reforms, does not prove that there was need for the movement. If wevell as its leaders appear to grasp economic questions. I do not claim that many women recognise these facts. Too many still believe in the possibility of economic freedom under present conditions, but the desire to arrive at the truth. But until the Labour Party, they have fallen into the error of seeking their end by political action and social reforms, does not prove that there was need for the movement. If wevell as its leaders appear to grasp economic questions. I do not claim that many women recognise these facts. Too many still believe in the possibility of economic freedom under present conditions, but the desire to arrive at the truth. But until the Labour Party, they have fallen into the error of seeking their end by political action and social reforms, does not prove that there was need for the movement. If wevell as its leaders appear to grasp economic questions. I do not claim that many women recognise these facts. Too many still believe in the possibility of economic freedom under present conditions, but the desire to arrive at the truth. But
BIBLE TEACHING AND BIBLE STORIES.

Sir.—As a country parson who reads most of the articles in The New Age, I was interested to see a layman's view on Bible Teaching and Bible Stories, with which I entirely agree. I do not think, however, that the writer has realised the difficulty an official teacher, such as a clergyman, has in teaching any idea which is new to his congregation. My Bishop forbade the curate to teach any further.

Simplified spelling.

Sir,—Your correspondent, "Simplex," must serve as an example of how much there is in the best of us. All too lightly he would do away with the doubled “1” in “travelling” and the “a” in “read.” But, sir, people who know how to speak English suggest the breathing in “read.” But, sir, people who know how to speak English suggest the breathing in “travelling” and the “a” in “read.” But, sir, people who know how to speak English suggest the breathing in “travelling.”
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